OPTIMIZATION APPROACHES TO QUADRATURE:
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LINE AND QUADRATURE WITH FEW NODES ON PLANE ALGEBRAIC
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ABSTRACT. Let $d$ and $k$ be positive integers. Let $\mu$ be a positive Borel measure on $\mathbb{R}^2$ possessing moments up to degree $2d - 1$. If the support of $\mu$ is contained in an algebraic curve of degree $k$, then we show that there exists a quadrature rule for $\mu$ with at most $dk$ many nodes all placed on the curve (and positive weights) that is exact on all polynomials of degree at most $2d - 1$. This generalizes both Gauss and (the odd degree case of) Szegő quadrature where the curve is a line and a circle, respectively, to arbitrary plane algebraic curves. We use this result to show that, without any hypothesis on the support of $\mu$, there is always a cubature rule for $\mu$ with at most $\frac{3}{2}d(d - 1) + 1$ many nodes. In both results, we show that the quadrature or cubature rule can be chosen such that its value on a certain positive definite form of degree $2d$ is minimized. We characterize the unique Gaussian quadrature rule on the line as the one that minimizes this value or several other values as for example the maximum distance of a node to the origin. The tools we develop should prove useful for obtaining similar results in higher-dimensional cases although at the present stage we can present only partial results in that direction.
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1. Introduction

Throughout the article, let $\mathbb{N} := \{1, 2, 3, \ldots \}$ and $\mathbb{N}_0$ denote the set of positive and nonnegative integers, respectively. Let $X := (X_1, \ldots, X_n)$ always denote a tuple of variables and write $\mathbb{R}[X] := \mathbb{R}[X_1, \ldots, X_n]$ for the real algebra of polynomials in these variables. Most of our results are concerned with the cases $n \in \{1, 2\}$ in which we will often write $X$ instead of $X_1$ and $Y$ instead of $X_2$. Unless otherwise stated, all vector spaces will be real. For any vector space $V$, we denote by $V^*$ its dual vector space consisting of all linear forms on $V$. For $d \in \mathbb{N}_0$ we write $\mathbb{R}[X]_d$ for the vector space of polynomials of (total) degree at most $d$. By a measure on $\mathbb{R}^n$ we always understand a nonnegative (i.e., unsigned) Borel measure on $\mathbb{R}^n$. Its support is the smallest closed subset of $\mathbb{R}^n$ whose complement has measure zero.

Definition 1.1. (a) Let $L \in \mathbb{R}[X]^*_d$. A quadrature rule for $L$ is a function $w: \mathbb{N} \to \mathbb{R}_{>0}$ defined on a finite set $N \subseteq \mathbb{R}^n$ such that

$$L(p) = \sum_{x \in N} w(x)p(x)$$

for all $p \in \mathbb{R}[X]_d$. We call the elements of $N$ the nodes of the quadrature rule.

(b) Let $\mu$ be a measure on $\mathbb{R}^n$ and $d \in \mathbb{N}_0$. Suppose that $\mu$ has finite moments up to degree $d$, in other words the $d$-truncated Riesz functional

$$L_{\mu,d}: \mathbb{R}[X]_d \to \mathbb{R}, \quad p \mapsto \int_{\mathbb{R}^n} p \, d\mu$$

is well-defined. A quadrature rule of degree $d$ for $\mu$ is a quadrature rule for $L_{\mu,d}$.

We will employ the terms quadrature and cubature synonymously with a preference for quadrature unless the support of the measure is most probably a surface.

Quadrature rules are used in numerical analysis to compute integrals with respect to a given measure. For polynomials up to a certain degree, the computation of the integral is reduced to computing a weighted sum of a finite number of point evaluations in the nodes. Of course, it is desirable to have a small number of nodes to speed up the computation, especially when calculating nested multiple integrals with respect to the same measure. This article will be mainly concerned with the question of how many nodes are necessary.

The real importance of quadrature rules lies, however, in the fact that they can be applied to compute approximately the integral of functions which are not themselves polynomials but can be well approximated by low degree polynomials. This approximation by polynomials does not have to be computed: one just takes the weighted sum of the function values according to the quadrature rule as if the function were a polynomial. This will work well if the low degree polynomial approximates the function very closely on both

(a) where most of the mass of the measure lies and
(b) the nodes with relevant weight of the quadrature rule.

A good quadrature seems thus in principle possible if both (a) and (b) are located not too far from the origin. Concerning (a), this is what often happens in practice anyway (at least after splitting up the measure into several ones and/or applying affine coordinate changes) and what is also provoked if the given moments are not only finite (as assumed in Definition 1.1(b) anyway) but also of not too high
magnitude. Concerning (b), we see that there is a strong desire that the nodes are very close to the origin or otherwise have small weight. We will see that this is completely compatible with our quest for a small number of nodes.

In fact, the idea will be roughly that we will automatically get a small number of nodes when we minimize, over all quadrature rules, a certain cost function making nodes with considerable norm and large weight very expensive. In fact, the minimization will be done over the closure of the cone of linear forms possessing a certain quadrature rule in the sense of Definition 1.1(a) (see Section 3 and Proposition 2.10). The closure has to be taken for technical reasons in order to fit into the theoretical framework of conic optimization. Its elements are described in Proposition 2.5 by generalized quadrature rules with “nodes at infinity”. These nodes at infinity will, however, be “optimized away” by our cost function (see Proposition 3.4(b)).

In Section 7, we will pursue a different idea where we minimize really over the data of the quadrature rules themselves instead of the associated linear forms. This time the cost function (for which there are many choices, see the beginning of Section 7) will just punish nodes far away from the origin and not take into account the weights since the latter are bounded anyway by the prescribed total mass of the measure. This approach currently seems to work only for quadrature on the real line but gives new interesting insights on this classical problem.

The positivity of the weights on which we always insist in this article according to Definition 1.1 is also known to help for numerical stability and error estimates [Hac, Conclusion 3.19]

The following theorem from [BT] is fundamental for the existence of quadrature rules. For a nice proof see also [La1, Theorem 5.8] and [La2, Theorem 5.9]. Special cases of this theorem have been proven earlier by Tchakaloff [Tch] and Putinar [Put].

**Theorem 1.2** (Bayer and Teichmann). Each measure μ on \( \mathbb{R}^n \) with finite moments up to degree \( r \in \mathbb{N}_0 \) possesses a quadrature rule of degree \( r \) with all nodes contained in the support of \( \mu \).

Bayer and Teichmann give

\[
\binom{n + r}{n} = \binom{n + r}{r} = \dim \mathbb{R}[X]_r = \dim \mathbb{R}[X]^*_r
\]

as an upper bound on the number of nodes that is needed for finding such a quadrature rule [BT, Theorem 2]. This bound is, however, trivial since it follows from Carathéodory’s lemma applied to the vector space \( \mathbb{R}[X]^*_d \). Recall that this lemma says that a conic (i.e., nonnegative linear) combination of vectors in an \( k \)-dimensional vector space can always be written as a conic combination of \( k \) of these vectors. We will refer to this bound as the Carathéodory bound.

This article will be concerned with variants of Theorem 1.2 mainly for \( n \in \{1, 2\} \) and exclusively for odd degree \( r = 2d - 1 \) \( (d \in \mathbb{N}) \) with much better bounds on the number of nodes on the expense of no longer insisting on the nodes being contained in the support of \( \mu \).
From the discussion above on good polynomial approximation on (a) and (b), recall that the nodes of the cubature rule should intuitively better lie where most of the mass of the measure is located. So it seems only right that in Theorem 1.2 they lie in the support of $\mu$. However, there are examples where the minimal of nodes can only be reached if one does not insist on all nodes being contained in the support, e.g., when one searches a quadrature rule of degree 6 for the Lebesgue measure on the closed unit disk [EFP, Theorem 1.1]. This is reflected in our approach where we do not guarantee that all nodes will be contained in the support even though this will most often be the case due to the above discussion on the cost function.

For $n = 1$, i.e., quadrature on the line, the above Carathéodory bound is $2d$. In Section 5, we will reprove the classical bound of $d$ which is often referred to as Gauss quadrature (see Theorem and Definition 7.4 below) since Gauss already treated the case where $\mu$ is the uniform measure on a compact interval [G]. More precisely, we show that minimizing the $2d$-th moment of the finitely supported measure corresponding to a quadrature rule leads to at most $d$ nodes. This follows already from the theory in the book of Dette and Studden [DS, Theorem 2.2.3] and has recently been rediscovered by Ryu and Boyd [RB], see our discussion in Section 8. However, our proof in Section 5 uses less machinery.

In Section 7, we show by a completely different technique that minimizing certain penalty functions depending only on the nodes but not on the weights of the quadrature rules again leaves at most $d$ non-zero weights. The quadrature rule of degree $2d - 1$ with at most $d$ nodes is unique and called Gaussian (see 7.4 below). Our result thus establishes a new properties of the Gaussian quadrature rule used extensively in applications that goes in the direction of the above mentioned desirable property of having nodes not too far from the origin. At the same time a flattened version of our method suggested by Remark 7.7 provides a new proof for the existence of the Gaussian quadrature which could be included in an undergraduate textbook as a nice application of the Lagrange multiplier method.

For $n = 2$, i.e., cubature on the plane, the above Carathéodory bound is $2d^2 + d$. In Section 6, we will prove the new bound of $\frac{3}{2}d^2 - \frac{3}{2}d + 1 = \frac{3}{2}d(d - 1) + 1$. This will rely on a theorem of Petrovsky on the topology of real algebraic curves as well as a generalization of the mentioned Gauss quadrature from the line to any plane algebraic curve which we will prove in Section 5: Indeed, we will prove that if the support of $\mu$ is contained in a plane algebraic curve of degree $k$ then $dk$ nodes are sufficient, see Corollary 5.6. The case of a circle has been proven before in [JNT]. The proof of this vast common generalization of Gauss and (the odd degree case of) Szegö quadrature uses a strong version of Bézout’s theorem on the number of intersection points of two plane algebraic curves.

2. CONES OF NONNEGATIVE POLYNOMIALS, THEIR DUALS AND MOMENTS

A finite dimensional vector space carries a unique vector space topology, i.e., a Hausdorff topology making addition and scalar multiplication continuous [Bou, §2, Section 3, Theorem 2]. It is induced by any norm or scalar product. By a cone $C$ in a vector space $V$ we always mean a convex cone, i.e., a subset containing the origin that is closed under addition and under multiplication with nonnegative
which arises by identifying antipodal points of the point \( x \). It is natural to see elements of \( \mathbb{R}^n \) in addition deg \( p \) real projective space \( \mathbb{R}^n \) called \( \mathbb{R}^* \).

In this section, we study the cone of polynomials in \( n \) variables of degree at most \( 2d \) nonnegative on a set \( S \subseteq \mathbb{R}^n \)

\[
P_{2d}(S) := \{ p \in \mathbb{R}[X]_{2d} \mid \forall x \in S : p(x) \geq 0 \}
\]
and its dual cone

\[
P_{2d}(S)^* = \{ L \in \mathbb{R}[X]_{2d}^* \mid L(P_{2d}(S)) \subseteq \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0} \}.
\]

For \( \alpha \in \mathbb{N}^n \), we denote \( |\alpha| := a_1 + \cdots + a_n \) and \( X^\alpha := X_1^{a_1} \cdots X_n^{a_n} \), the latter being called monomials. For a polynomial \( p = \sum_\alpha a_\alpha X^\alpha \) (\( a_\alpha \in \mathbb{R} \)), we denote by deg \( p \) its degree, i.e.,

\[
\text{deg } p = \max \{ |\alpha| : a_\alpha \neq 0 \}
\]
if \( p \neq 0 \) and \( \text{deg } 0 = -\infty \). Polynomials all of whose monomials have exactly the same degree \( d \in \mathbb{N}_0 \) are called \( d \)-forms. They form a finite-dimensional vector space which we denote by \( \mathbb{R}[X]_{=d} \), i.e.,

\[
\mathbb{R}[X]_{=d} := \left\{ \sum_{|\alpha|=d} a_\alpha X^\alpha \mid a_\alpha \in \mathbb{R} \right\}
\]
so that

\[
\mathbb{R}[X]_{=d} = \mathbb{R}[X]_{=0} \oplus \cdots \oplus \mathbb{R}[X]_{=d}.
\]

For \( p \in \mathbb{R}[X]_{=d} \), we denote by \( p_0 \in \mathbb{R}[X]_{=0}, \ldots, p_d \in \mathbb{R}[X]_{=d} \) the unique polynomials satisfying \( p = p_0 + \cdots + p_d \) and we call \( p_k \) the \( k \)-th homogeneous part of \( p \). If in addition \( \text{deg } p = d \) (i.e., \( p_d \neq 0 \)), then \( p_d \) is called the leading form of \( p \).

It is natural to see elements of \( \mathbb{R}[X]_{=2d} \) as functions on the \( (n-1) \)-dimensional real projective space

\[
\mathbb{RP}^{n-1} = \{ \{ -y, y \} \mid y \in S^{n-1} \}
\]
which arises by identifying antipodal points of the \( (n-1) \)-dimensional unit sphere

\[
S^{n-1} := \{ y \in \mathbb{R}^n \mid \| y \| = 1 \}
\]
and carries the corresponding quotient topology induced from the sphere. For a point \( x = \{ -y, y \} \in \mathbb{RP}^{n-1} \) and \( p \in \mathbb{R}[X]_{=2d} \), we write therefore

\[
p(x) := p(y) = p(-y).
\]

Note that \( p(-y) = p(y) \) for \( y \in \mathbb{R}^n \) since, more generally, \( p(\lambda y) = \lambda^{2d} p(y) \) for all \( \lambda \in \mathbb{R} \) and \( y \in \mathbb{R}^n \).

In order to study \( P_{2d}(S) \) and \( P_{2d}(S)^* \) for \( S \subseteq \mathbb{R}^n \), it turns out to be useful to consider first its homogeneous analogs

\[
P_{=2d}(S) := \{ p \in \mathbb{R}[X]_{=2d} \mid \forall x \in S : p(x) \geq 0 \}
\]
and

\[
P_{=2d}(S)^* = \{ L \in \mathbb{R}[X]_{=2d}^* \mid L(P_{=2d}(S)) \subseteq \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0} \}
\]for \( S \subseteq \mathbb{RP}^{n-1} \).
Definition 2.1. Let \( L \in \mathbb{R}[X]_{=2d}^* \). A quadrature rule for \( L \) is a function \( w \colon N \to \mathbb{R}_{>0} \) defined on a finite set \( N \subseteq \mathbb{R}P^{n-1} \) such that
\[
L(p) = \sum_{x \in N} w(x)p(x)
\]
for all \( p \in \mathbb{R}[X]_{=2d} \). We call the elements of \( N \) again the nodes.

The following lemma is probably well-known at least in the case \( S = \mathbb{R}P^{n-1} \) \cite{Rez, Theorem 3.7} but we include a proof for the convenience of the reader.

Lemma 2.2. Let \( S \subseteq \mathbb{R}P^{n-1} \). Each element of \( P_{2d}(S)^* \) possesses a quadrature rule with all nodes contained in the closure \( \overline{S} \) of \( S \).

Proof. Clearly,
\[
C := \{ L \in \mathbb{R}[X]_{=2d}^* \mid L \text{ possesses a quadrature rule with all nodes contained in } \overline{S} \}
\]
is a cone and for its (pre-)dual \( C^* \) we get
\[
C^* = \{ p \in \mathbb{R}[X]_{=2d}^* \mid \forall L \in C : L(p) \geq 0 \}
= \{ p \in \mathbb{R}[X]_{=2d}^* \mid \forall x \in \overline{S} : p(x) \geq 0 \}
= \{ p \in \mathbb{R}[X]_{=2d}^* \mid \forall x \in S : p(x) \geq 0 \} = P_{2d}(S).
\]
Therefore \( P_{2d}(S)^* \) is the double dual \( C^{**} \) of \( C \) which equals \( C \) \cite[Corollary 3.2.2 and Page 66]{Ren} provided \( C \) is closed. We are thus reduced to showing that \( C \) is closed. Just as in the discussion after Theorem 1.2, the weights in a quadrature rule for a linear form on \( \mathbb{R}[X]_{=2d} \) can be modified by Carathéodory’s lemma so that at most \( k := \dim \mathbb{R}[X]_{=2d} \) of its nodes are used. In particular, we can represent such a quadrature rule by a matrix with \( n+1 \) rows and \( k \) columns where each non-zero column encodes a node in \( \mathbb{R}P^{n-1} \) (represented by a vector in \( S^{n-1} \)) together with its weight. Now let \( (L_m)_{m \in \mathbb{N}} \) be a sequence in \( C \) converging in \( \mathbb{R}[X]_{=2d}^* \). We have to show that its limit \( L \) is again contained in \( C \). Choose for each \( m \in \mathbb{N} \) a matrix \( Q_m \in \mathbb{R}^{(n+1) \times k} \) representing a quadrature rule for \( L_m \) with all nodes contained in \( \overline{S} \). The sequence \( (Q_m)_{m \in \mathbb{N}} \) is bounded since the weights appearing in a quadrature rule for \( L_m \) cannot exceed \( L_m((X_1^2 + \cdots + X_n^2)^d) \). By the Bolzano-Weierstrass theorem, \( (Q_m)_{m \in \mathbb{N}} \) possesses a convergent subsequence. By passing to the corresponding subsequence of \( (L_m)_{m \in \mathbb{N}} \) we can assume that \( (Q_m)_{m \in \mathbb{N}} \) converges. Its limit \( Q \in \mathbb{R}^{(n+1) \times k} \) represents a quadrature rule for \( L \) with all nodes contained in \( \overline{S} \). Hence \( L \in C \) as desired. \( \square \)

In the following, we identify \( \mathbb{R}^n \) and \( \mathbb{R}P^{n-1} \) with a subset of \( \mathbb{R}P^n \) via the injective maps
\[
\mathbb{R}^n \hookrightarrow \mathbb{R}P^n, \quad x \mapsto \{(\overline{x}, \overline{-x})\}
\]
\[
\mathbb{R}P^{n-1} \hookrightarrow \mathbb{R}P^n, \quad \{x, -x\} \mapsto \{(0, x), (0, -x)\}
\]
where \( \overline{x} := \frac{x}{\|x\|} \in S^n \) for \( x \in \mathbb{R}^{n+1} \setminus \{0\} \). Under this identification, \( \mathbb{R}P^n \) is the disjoint union of its open subset \( \mathbb{R}^n \) and its closed subset \( \mathbb{R}P^{n-1} \). Moreover, both \( \mathbb{R}^n \) and \( \mathbb{R}P^{n-1} \) are topological subspaces of \( \mathbb{R}P^n \). We call \( \mathbb{R}P^{n-1} \) the hyperplane at infinity and its elements the points at infinity of \( \mathbb{R}P^n \). The projective closure of
a set \( S \subseteq \mathbb{R}^n \) is its closure in \( \mathbb{RP}^n \). We denote the intersection of the projective closure of \( S \subseteq \mathbb{R}^n \) with the hyperplane at infinity \( \mathbb{RP}^{n-1} \) by \( S_\infty \) and call it the the infinite reach of \( S \). For each polynomial \( p = \sum_{|\alpha| \leq d} a_\alpha X^\alpha \in \mathbb{R}[X]_d \) \((a_\alpha \in \mathbb{R})\), we denote by

\[
p_{[d]} := X_0^d p \left( X_0, \ldots, X_n \right) = \sum_{|\alpha| \leq d} a_\alpha X_0^{d-|\alpha|} X^\alpha \in \mathbb{R}[X_0, X]_{=d}
\]

its \( d \)-homogenization. If \( S \) is a closed subset of \( \mathbb{R}^n \), then its projective closure is obviously \( S \cup S_\infty \).

**Remark 2.3.** Let \( x \in \mathbb{R}^n \) and \( p \in \mathbb{R}[X]_{=2d} \). If we consider \( x \) as an element of \( \mathbb{RP}^n \) (i.e., we replace \( x \) by \( \{ (1, x), -(1, x) \} \)) and \( p \) as a function on \( \mathbb{RP}^n \) (i.e., we replace \( p \) by \( p_{[2d]} \)), then the evaluation of \( p \) at \( x \) undergoes a scaling with a certain positive factor:

\[
p_{[2d]} (\{(1, x), -(1, x)\}) = p_{[2d]} \left( \frac{(1, x)}{\| (1, x) \|}, \frac{-(1, x)}{\| (1, x) \|} \right) = \frac{p_{[2d]}(1, x)}{\| (1, x) \|^2} = \frac{p(x)}{(1 + \| x \|^2)^d}.
\]

**Definition 2.4.** Let \( L \in \mathbb{R}[X]_{=2d} \). A generalized quadrature rule for \( L \) is a function \( w: N \to \mathbb{R}_{>0} \) defined on a finite set \( N \subseteq \mathbb{RP}^n \) such that

\[
L(p) = \sum_{x \in N} w(x) p_{[2d]}(x)
\]

or equivalently by Remark 2.3

\[
L(p) = \sum_{x \in N \cap \mathbb{R}^n} \frac{w(x)}{(1 + \| x \|^2)^d} p(x) + \sum_{x \in N \cap \mathbb{RP}^{n-1}} w(x) p_{[2d]}(x).
\]

for all \( p \in \mathbb{R}[X]_{=2d} \). We call the elements of \( N, N \cap \mathbb{R}^n \) and \( N \cap \mathbb{RP}^{n-1} \) the nodes, the regular nodes and the nodes at infinity, respectively.

As discussed in Section 1, from numerical analysis there is a tendency that nodes of quadrature rules should not be far away from the origin. From this viewpoint, nodes at infinity are highly undesired. However, we will need them as a theoretical concept in the proofs even though we will take care that they will finally not appear.

**Proposition 2.5.** Let \( S \subseteq \mathbb{R}^n \). Then

\[
P_{=2d}(S)^* = \{ L \in \mathbb{R}[X]_{=2d} \mid L \text{ possesses a generalized quadrature rule with all nodes contained in the projective closure of } S \}.
\]

**Proof.** The inclusion “\( \supseteq \)” is trivial. To show the other inclusion, let \( L \in P_{=2d}(S)^* \).

One easily checks that

\[
L_0: \mathbb{R}[X_0, X]_{=2d} \to \mathbb{R}, \ p \mapsto L(p(1, X_1, \ldots, X_n))
\]

lies in \( P_{=2d}(S)^* \) and therefore by Lemma 2.2 possesses a quadrature rule

\[
w: N \to \mathbb{R}_{>0}
\]

with \( N \) contained in the projective closure of \( S \). Now

\[
L(p) = L_0(p_{[2d]}) = \sum_{x \in N} w(x) p_{[2d]}(x)
\]

for all \( p \in \mathbb{R}[X]_{=d} \) by Definition 2.1. According to Definition 2.4 this means that \( w \) is a generalized quadrature rule for \( L \). \( \square \)
Remark 2.6. The interior of a cone $C$ in a finite-dimensional vector space consists exactly of those $x \in C$ such that $L(x) > 0$ for all $L \in C^\ast \setminus \{0\}$, confer for example [BV, Exercise 2.31(d)].

Proposition 2.7. Let $S \subseteq \mathbb{R}^n$ be closed. Then the interior of $P_{2d}(S)$ consists exactly of those $f \in \mathbb{R}[X]_{2d}$ such that $f_{2d}(x) > 0$ for all $x \in S_\infty$ and $f(x) > 0$ for all $x \in S$.

Proof. Using Proposition 2.5, the statement is easily seen to be equivalent to the following: The interior of $P_{2d}(S)$ consists exactly of those $f \in \mathbb{R}[X]_{2d}$ satisfying $L(f) > 0$ for all $L \in P_{2d}(S)^\ast \setminus \{0\}$. This is clear from the general theory of cones by Remark 2.6. □

Recall that a cone $C$ is called pointed if it does not contain a one-dimensional subspace, or equivalently $C \cap -C = \{0\}$.

Proposition 2.8. Let $S \subseteq \mathbb{R}^n$. $P_{2d}(S)$ has non-empty interior and $P_{2d}(S)^\ast$ is pointed.

Proof. Replacing $S$ by its closure in $\mathbb{R}^n$ obviously does not change $P_{2d}(S)$. Assume therefore that $S$ is closed. The first statement follows immediately from Proposition 2.7 and the second follows from the first [BV, Exercise 2.31(e)]. □

Let $S \subseteq \mathbb{R}^n$. Note that $P_{2d}(S)$ is not necessarily pointed as the subspace

$$V_{2d}(S) := P_{2d}(S) \cap -P_{2d}(S) = \{f \in \mathbb{R}[X]_{2d} \mid \forall x \in S \colon f(x) = 0\}$$

of polynomials vanishing on $S$ might be non-trivial if $S$ has no interior. Since $V_{2d}(S)$ is a linear subspace of $\mathbb{R}[X]_{2d}$, it is in particular a cone and as such its dual cone is obviously the subspace

$$V_{2d}(S)^\ast = \{L \in \mathbb{R}[X]_{2d} \mid \forall p \in V_{2d}(S) \colon L(p) = 0\}$$

of $\mathbb{R}[X]_{2d}^\ast$.

Proposition 2.9. Let $S \subseteq \mathbb{R}^n$. In $\mathbb{R}[X]_{2d}^\ast$, the linear subspace generated by the cone $P_{2d}(S)^\ast$ equals $V_{2d}(S)^\ast$.

Proof. The following is a well-known exercise from the theory of cones: If $C$ and $D$ are closed cones in a finite-dimensional vector space, then $(C \cap D)^\ast$ is the closure of $C^\ast + D^\ast$. If we set $C := P_{2d}(S)$ and $D := -P_{2d}(S)$ then $C^\ast + D^\ast = P_{2d}(S)^\ast + (-P_{2d}(S))^\ast = P_{2d}(S)^\ast - P_{2d}(S)^\ast$ is a subspace and therefore closed. □

For $d \in \mathbb{N}_0$ and $S \subseteq \mathbb{R}^n$, we call the cone

$$M_d(S) := \{L_{\mu,d} \mid \mu \text{ measure on } \mathbb{R}^n \text{ with support contained in } S \text{ and finite moments up to degree } d\}$$

the $d$-truncated $S$-moment cone. Since integrals of nonnegative functions are non-negative, we have $M_{2d}(S) \subseteq P_{2d}(S)^\ast$. The Bayer-Teichmann Theorem 1.2 says that

$$M_d(S) = \{L \in \mathbb{R}[X]_d \mid L \text{ has a quadrature rule with all nodes contained in } S\}.$$ 

In the special case where $S$ is compact and $d$ is even this follows also readily from Proposition 2.5.

Proposition 2.10. Let $S \subseteq \mathbb{R}^n$. The closure of $M_{2d}(S)$ is $P_{2d}(S)^\ast$. 
Proof. Let $L \in P_{2d}(S)^*$ and $U$ be a neighborhood of $L$ in $\mathbb{R}[X]_{2d}^*$. By Proposition 2.5 $L$ possesses a generalized quadrature rule with all nodes contained in the projective closure of $S$. By continuity, we find an element of $U$ possessing a quadrature rule with all nodes in $S$. Indeed, it suffices to replace all nodes in the quadrature rule for $L$ by close-by nodes lying in $S$ and to leave the weights unchanged. □

The inclusion $M_{2d}(S) \subseteq P_{2d}(S)^*$ for $d \in \mathbb{N}_0$ and $S \subseteq \mathbb{R}^n$ is in general strict as the next example shows. In particular, $M_{2d}(S)$ is in general not closed whereas $P_{2d}(S)^*$ is. This also shows that quadrature rules for elements of $P_{2d}(S)^*$ require in general nodes at infinity in accordance with Proposition 2.5.

Example 2.11. The linear form

$$L_\infty : \mathbb{R}[X]_2 \to \mathbb{R}, aX^2 + bX + c \mapsto a \quad (a, b, c \in \mathbb{R})$$

lies in $P_2^*(\mathbb{R})$ but clearly not in $M_2(\mathbb{R})$ since a measure with zero mass is the zero measure. By Proposition 2.10, $L_\infty$ is a limit of a sequence of 2-truncated Riesz functionals of measures on $\mathbb{R}$. Here it is very easy to see that these measures can be taken to be normal distributions.

3. THE CONIC OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM

Throughout the section, fix

- $n, d \in \mathbb{N}$,
- a closed set $S \subseteq \mathbb{R}^n$,
- $L \in M_{2d-1}(S)$ and
- $f \in \mathbb{R}[X]_{2d}$. 

Typically, $S$ would be the support of a measure $\mu$ on $\mathbb{R}^n$ with finite moments up to degree $2d - 1$, $L := L_{\mu, 2d-1}$ its truncated Riesz-functional and $f$ a quickly growing polynomial like $X_1^{2d} + \cdots + X_n^{2d}$. The overall idea is to find a quadrature rule for $L$ with few nodes by extending $L$ to some $\Lambda \in M_{2d}(S)$ with minimal $\Lambda(f)$ and hoping that each quadrature rule for $\Lambda$ has few nodes. In order to fit into the framework of conic programming, we have to work with the closure of $M_{2d}(S)$ which is $P_{2d}(S)^*$ by Proposition 2.10.

Now consider the following primal-dual pair of conic optimization problems [Ren, Subsection 3.1]:

$$(P_{L,f,S}) \quad \text{minimize} \quad \Lambda(f) \quad \text{subject to} \quad \Lambda \in P_{2d}(S)^* \quad \Lambda|_{\mathbb{R}[X]_{2d-1}} = L$$

$$(D_{L,f,S}) \quad \text{maximize} \quad L(q) \quad \text{subject to} \quad q \in \mathbb{R}[X]_{2d-1} \quad f - q \in P_{2d}(S)$$

Note that our optimization problems have been formulated without reference to a scalar product [Ren, Page 66] but one could write them simply in terms of matrices and vectors by choosing for example the monomial basis in $\mathbb{R}[X]_{2d-1}$ and its dual basis in $\mathbb{R}[X]_{2d-1}^*$. 
Although, this follows from the general theory of conic programming [Ren, Page 66], we give a direct argument for weak duality of \((P_{L,f,S})\) and \((D_{L,f,S})\): Denote by \(P_{L,f,S}^*\) and \(D_{L,f,S}^*\) the optimal values of these optimization problems which are defined as an infimum and a supremum in the ordered set \(-\infty \cup \mathbb{R} \cup \{\infty\}\), respectively [Ren, Page 65]. Indeed, we have weak duality \(P_{L,f,S}^* \geq D_{L,f,S}^*\) for if \(\Lambda\) is feasible for \((P_{L,f,S})\) and \(q\) for \((D_{L,f,S})\), then \(\Lambda(f) \geq L(q)\) since

\[
\Lambda(f) - L(q) = \Lambda(f) - \Lambda(q) = \Lambda(f-q) \subseteq \Lambda(P_{2d}(S)) \subseteq \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}.
\]

**Proposition 3.1.** \((P_{L,f,S})\) is feasible.

**Proof.** By definition of \(M_{2d-1}(S)\), we have \(L = L_{\mu,2d-1}\) for a measure \(\mu\) on \(\mathbb{R}^n\) with support contained in \(S\) and finite moments up to degree \(2d - 1\). By the Bayer-Teichmann Theorem 1.2, we may assume that \(\mu\) has finite support and therefore also finite moments of degree \(2d\). Now \(\Lambda := L_{\mu,2d} \in M_{2d}(S) \subseteq P_{2d}(S)^*\) is feasible for \((P_{L,f,S})\). \(\square\)

**Lemma 3.2.** If \(f_{2d}(x) > 0\) for all \(x \in S_\infty\), then there is \(N \in \mathbb{N}\) such that \(f(x) > 0\) for all \(x \in S\) with \(\|x\| \geq N\).

**Proof.** Denote by \(S' := S \cup S_\infty \subseteq \mathbb{RP}^n\) the projective closure of \(S\). We prove the contraposition: Suppose for all \(N \in \mathbb{N}\) there is \(x_N \in S\) such that \(\|x_N\| \geq N\) and \(f(x_N) \leq 0\). We show that there is \(x \in S_\infty\) with \(f_{2d}(x) \leq 0\). Viewed as a sequence in the compact projective space \(\mathbb{RP}^n\), \((x_N)_{N \in \mathbb{N}}\) has a convergent subsequence and thus can be assumed without loss of generality to converge. Its limit \(x\) lies in \(S_\infty\). Since the \(2d\)-homogenization \(f_{2d} \in \mathbb{R}[X_0, X]\) of \(f\) is nonpositive on every \(x_N\) (see Remark 2.3), it is nonpositive also on \(x\). But then \(0 \geq f_{2d}(x) = f_{2d}(x)\) where we consider \(x\) first as an element of \(\mathbb{RP}^n\) and then as an element of its hyperplane at infinity \(\mathbb{RP}^{n-1}\). \(\square\)

Following the usual terminology, we call a feasible solution of \((P_{L,f,S})\) or \((D_{L,f,S})\) **strictly feasible** if there is a feasible solution such that the respective cone membership constraint is fulfilled even with the cone replaced by its interior. This is not to confuse with notion of **strong feasibility** [Ren, Page 73] (confer also the proof of [Ren, Theorem 3.2.6]):

- \((P_{L,f,S})\) is called **strongly feasible** if there is a neighbourhood \(U\) of \(L\) in \(\mathbb{R}[X]_{2d-1}\) such that \((P_{L,f,S})\) is feasible for all \(L \in U\).
- \((D_{L,f,S})\) is called **strongly feasible** if there is a neighbourhood \(U\) of \(f\) in \(\mathbb{R}[X]_{2d}\) such that \((D_{L,f,S})\) is feasible for all \(f \in U\).

For \((D_{L,f,S})\), it is trivial that strict feasibility implies strong feasibility. For the primal problem \((P_{L,f,\mathbb{R}^n})\), the same holds true since the linear operator \(\mathbb{R}[X]_{2d} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}[X]_{2d-1}, \Lambda \mapsto \Lambda|_{\mathbb{R}[X]_{2d-1}}\) appearing in its specification is surjective.

**Proposition 3.3.** Suppose that \(f_{2d}(x) > 0\) for all \(x \in S_\infty\). Then \((D_{L,f,S})\) is strictly feasible.

**Proof.** Choose \(N \in \mathbb{N}\) such that \(f(x) > 0\) for all \(x \in S\) with \(\|x\| \geq N\) according to Lemma 3.2. By compactness of \(\{x \in S\mid \|x\| \leq N, N\}\), we can choose \(q \in \mathbb{R}_{\leq 0} \subseteq \mathbb{R}\).
Lemma 3.7. we are done. By the optimality of \( \Lambda \) is contained in this

Proposition 3.4. Let \( f_2(x) > 0 \) for all \( x \in S_\infty \).
(a) Then \( (P_{L,f,S}) \) possesses an optimal solution.
(b) Each such lies in \( M_{2d}(S) \), i.e., possesses a quadrature rule with all nodes contained in \( S \).

Proof. (a) It suffices by [Ren, Theorem 3.2.8] to show that \( (P_{L,f,S}) \) is feasible and \( (D_{L,f,S}) \) is strongly feasible. This follows from Proposition 3.1 and Proposition 3.3.

(b) Let \( \Lambda \) be an optimal solution of \( (P_{L,f,S}) \). By Proposition 2.5, \( \Lambda \) possesses a generalized quadrature rule \( w: N \rightarrow \mathbb{R}_{>0} \) in the sense of Definition 2.4 with \( N \subset S \cup S_\infty \). Now simply remove all nodes at infinity, i.e., look at the generalized quadrature rule \( w|_{N \cap S} \) (which corresponds up to the scaling issue addressed in Remark 2.3 to a usual quadrature rule in the sense of Definition 2.1). Then it is easy to see that the unique linear form \( \Lambda': \mathbb{R}[X]_{2d} \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \) having the generalized quadrature rule \( w|_{N \cap S} \) agrees with \( \Lambda \) on \( \mathbb{R}[X]_{2d-1} \) and therefore is also feasible for \( (P_{L,f,S}) \). Comparing the values of the objective function on \( \Lambda \) and \( \Lambda' \), yields
\[
\Lambda(f) = \Lambda'(f) + \sum_{x \in N \cap S_\infty} w(x)f_2(x).
\]
By the optimality of \( \Lambda \), it follows that \( N \cap S_\infty = \emptyset \) since \( w(x)f_2(x) > 0 \) for all \( x \in S_\infty \).

Definition 3.5. For any \( h \in \mathbb{R}[X] \), we denote by \( Z(h) := \{ x \in \mathbb{R}^n \mid h(x) = 0 \} \) its real zero set.

Remark 3.6. The rough basic idea behind our approach is the following: We would like to find a quadrature rule for \( L \) with few nodes. It is easy to see that for any \( h \in P_{2d-1}(S) \) with \( L(h) = 0 \), every node of every quadrature rule for \( L \) must lie in \( Z(h) \cap S \). If there is such an \( h \) with small \( Z(h) \cap S \), then we are done. In general, we can, however not expect that such an \( h \) exists. So our strategy is to extend \( L \) to \( \Lambda \in M_{2d}(S) \) for which there now is an \( h \in P_{2d}(S) \) with \( L(h) = 0 \) such that \( Z(h) \cap S \) has few elements. Then every node of every quadrature rule for \( \Lambda \) must lie in \( Z(h) \cap S \). Since every quadrature rule for \( \Lambda \) is also a quadrature rule for \( L \), we are done.

Lemma 3.7. If \#S > \dim \mathbb{R}[X]_{2d-1} = (n+2d-1), then \( \mathbb{R}[X]_{2d-1} + V_{2d}(S) \) is not all of \( \mathbb{R}[X]_{2d} \).

Proof. Suppose \( \mathbb{R}[X]_{2d-1} + V_{2d}(S) = \mathbb{R}[X]_{2d} \). We show \#S \leq \dim \mathbb{R}[X]_{2d-1}. Let \( I \) be the ideal generated in \( \mathbb{R}[X] \) by \( V_{2d}(S) \). By hypothesis each monomial of degree 2d is modulo the ideal \( I \) congruent to a polynomial of degree at most 2d - 1. By induction, the same applies to each monomial regardless of its degree. Therefore the residue classes of monomials of degree at most 2d - 1 generate \( \mathbb{R}[X]/I \) as a vector space. By elementary algebraic geometry, this implies that the variety \( \{ x \in \mathbb{C}^n \mid \forall p \in I : p(x) = 0 \} \) has at most \( \dim \mathbb{R}[X]_{2d-1} \) many points (see for example [Kun, Corollary 3.8 and Proposition 3.11(f)]). But S is contained in this variety.
Lemma 3.8. If \#S > \dim \mathbb{R}[X]_{2d-1} = (n + 2d - 1), then there is \( \Delta \in \mathbb{R}[X]_{2d}^* \setminus \{0\} \) such that \( \Delta|_{\mathbb{R}[X]_{2d-1}} = 0 \) and \( \Delta(V_{2d}(S)) = \{0\} \).

Proof. This follows directly from Lemma 3.7 with linear algebra.

The next theorem will be particularly useful for finding quadrature rules with few nodes for measures supported on plane algebraic curves, see Section 5. Its strong part is that Part (a) works under a very mild hypothesis, for example if \( S \) is infinite. The price to pay for this is, however, that \( Z(h) \cap S \) might in general not be a small enough set according to our strategy explained in Remark 3.6 (in particular, \( Z(h) \cap S \) might be infinite).

Theorem 3.9. (a) If \#S > \dim \mathbb{R}[X]_{2d-1} = (n + 2d - 1) and \( f_{2d}(x) > 0 \) for all \( x \in S_\infty \), then \( (P_{L,f,S}) \) possesses an optimal solution \( \Lambda \) on the relative boundary of \( P_{2d}(S)^* \), i.e., the boundary of \( P_{2d}(S)^* \) in \( P_{2d}(S)^* - P_{2d}(S)^* \). Hence

(b) For each feasible solution \( \Lambda \) of \( (P_{L,f,S}) \) on the relative boundary of \( P_{2d}(S)^* \), there is \( h \in P_{2d}(S) \setminus V_{2d}(S) \) (i.e. \( Z(h) \cap S \) is a proper subset of \( S \), cf. Remark 3.6) with \( \Lambda(h) = 0 \).

Proof. (a) Suppose \#S > \dim \mathbb{R}[X]_{2d-1} and \( f_{2d}(x) > 0 \) for all \( x \in S_\infty \). By Proposition 3.4(a) we can choose an optimal solution \( \Lambda \) of \( (P_{L,f,S}) \). If it lies on the relative boundary of \( P_{2d}(S)^* \), we are done. Therefore suppose now that \( \Lambda \) lies in the relative interior of \( P_{2d}(S)^* \). Choose \( \Lambda \) like in Lemma 3.8. Then we claim that we find \( \lambda \in \mathbb{R} \setminus \{0\} \) such that \( L + \lambda \Delta \) is also an optimal solution of \( (P_{L,f,S}) \). Indeed, for \( \lambda \in \mathbb{R} \) close to 0, we see that \( \Lambda + \lambda \Delta \) is feasible for \( (P_{L,f,S}) \) since \( \Lambda \) lies in \( V_{2d}(S)^* \). Because of the optimality of \( \Lambda \), we have that \( \langle \Lambda + \lambda \Delta, f \rangle \geq \langle \Lambda, f \rangle \) for \( \lambda \) close to 0. Hence \( \Delta(f) = 0 \). So for each \( \lambda \in \mathbb{R} \), \( L + \lambda \Delta \) is again an optimal solution for \( (P_{L,f,S}) \) provided it is feasible. It suffices to show that there is \( \lambda \in \mathbb{R} \) such that \( L + \lambda \Delta \) lies on the relative boundary of \( P_{2d}(S)^* \). Assume this to be false. Then the whole line \( \{ \Lambda + \lambda \Delta \mid \lambda \in \mathbb{R} \} \) would lie in \( P_{2d}(S)^* \). Because \( P_{2d}(S)^* \) is closed, one sees easily that this would imply that the line \( \mathbb{R} \Lambda \) lies also in \( P_{2d}(S)^* \). But this contradicts Proposition 2.8.

(b) Let \( \Lambda \) be a feasible solution of \( (P_{L,f,S}) \) on the relative boundary of \( P_{2d}(S)^* \). By the supporting hyperplane theorem (in its conic version which follows easily from the affine version given in [BV, Page 51]) there is a non-zero linear form \( G : V_{2d}(S)^* \to \mathbb{R} \) such that \( G(P_{2d}(S)^*) \subseteq \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0} \) and \( G(\Lambda) = 0 \). We can extend \( G \) to a linear form \( H : \mathbb{R}[X]_{2d}^* \to \mathbb{R} \). Then \( H \) lies in the double dual \( R[X]_{2d}^{**} \) of the vector space \( R[X]_{2d} \) and actually in the double dual \( P_{2d}(S)^{**} \) of the cone \( P_{2d} \) but not in \( V_{2d}(S)^{*} \) since \( H|_{V_{2d}(S)^*} = G \neq 0 \). Using the canonical isomorphism \( \Psi : R[X]_{2d} \to R[X]_{2d}^{**}, p \mapsto (\Lambda \mapsto \Lambda(p)) \), we get from the closedness of \( P_{2d}(S) \) by [BV, Exercise 2.31(6)] for \( h := \Psi^{-1}(H) \) that \( h \in P_{2d}(S) \setminus V_{2d}(S) \) and \( \Lambda(h) = 0 \).

Lemma 3.10. Suppose \( L(p) > 0 \) for all \( p \in P_{2d-2}(\mathbb{R}^n) \setminus \{0\} \). Then \( (P_{L,f,R^n}) \) is strictly feasible.

Proof. By Lemma 3.1, there exists a feasible solution \( \Lambda_0 \) of \( (P_{L,f,R^n}) \). Since the cone \( P_{-2d}(\mathbb{R}^{n-1}) \subseteq R[X]_{-2d} \) is pointed, there is moreover \( \Lambda_\infty \in R[X]_{-2d}^*\) such that \( \Lambda_\infty(p) > 0 \) for all \( p \in P_{-2d}(\mathbb{R}^{n-1}) \setminus \{0\} \). We claim that

\( \Lambda : R[X]_{2d} \to \mathbb{R}, \ p \mapsto \Lambda_\infty(p_{2d}) + \Lambda_0(p) \)
is a strictly feasible solution of \((P_{L,f,R^n})\). It is clear that
\[
\Lambda|_{R[X]_{d-1}} = \Lambda_0|_{R[X]_{d-1}} = L.
\]
By the (dual version of) Remark 2.6, it remains to check that \(\Lambda(p) > 0\) for all \(p \in P_{2d}(R^n) \setminus \{0\}\). So let \(p \in P_{2d}(R^n) \setminus \{0\}\). It is easy to see that \(p\) must be of even degree \(2k\) for some \(k \in \{0, \ldots, d\}\). If \(k \leq d - 1\) then \(p \in P_{2d-2}(R^n) \setminus \{0\}\) and therefore \(\Lambda(p) = \Lambda_{\infty}(p_{2d}) + \Lambda_0(p) = 0 + \Lambda_0(p) > 0\) by hypothesis. Therefore we can assume \(k = d\). But then it is easy to see that \(p_{2d} \in P_{2d}(R^{d-1}) \setminus \{0\}\) and therefore \(\Lambda(p) = \Lambda_{\infty}(p_{2d}) + \Lambda_0(p) \geq \Lambda_{\infty}(p_{2d}) > 0\). \(\square\)

The next theorem will serve in Section 6 to find cubature rules with few nodes for measures supported on the plane. Part (a) needs a strong hypothesis which is fulfilled, however, for example if \(L = L_{\mu,2d-1}\) for some non-zero measure \(\mu\) on \(R^n\) that has a density with respect to the Lebesgue measure on \(R^n\). The reward is that in Part (b) the set \(Z(h)\) has a good chance to be small like required by the strategy explained in Remark 3.6. At least this will be true if one chooses \(f\) such that \(f_{2d} = X_{d-1}^2 + \ldots + X_{d-1}^2\) as we will see in Proposition 4.3 below. It is interesting to compare the result to Theorem 3.9.

**Theorem 3.11.** (a) Suppose \(L(p) > 0\) for all \(p \in P_{2d-2}(R^n) \setminus \{0\}\) and \(f_{2d}(x) > 0\) for all \(x \in R^{d-1}\). Then both \((P_{L,f,R^n})\) and \((D_{L,f,R^n})\) possess optimal solutions with the same value.

(b) If both \((P_{L,f,R^n})\) and \((D_{L,f,R^n})\) possess an optimal solution with the same value, then for each optimal solution \(\Lambda\) of \((P_{L,f,R^n})\) there is \(h \in P_{2d}(R^n)\) with \(\Lambda(h) = 0\) and \(h_{2d} = f_{2d}\).

**Proof.** (a) Both \((P_{L,f,R^n})\) and \((D_{L,f,R^n})\) are strictly feasible by Lemma 3.10 and Proposition 3.3, respectively. From the strict feasibility of \((P_{L,f,R^n})\) and the surjectivity of the linear operator \(R[X]_{d-1} \to R[X]_{d-1}, \Lambda \mapsto \Lambda|_{R[X]_{d-1}}\) appearing in it, the optimal values of the primal and the dual problem therefore agree, i.e., \(P_{L,f,R^n} = D_{L,f,R^n}\) [Ren, Corollary 3.2.7]. By [Ren, Theorem 3.2.8], it suffices to show that both \((P_{L,f,R^{n+1}})\) and \((D_{L,f,R^{n+1}})\) are strongly feasible. But they are even strictly feasible as already mentioned.

(b) Let \(\Lambda\) be an optimal solution of \((P_{L,f,R^n})\) and \(q\) an optimal solution of \((D_{L,f,R^n})\) such that \(\Lambda(f) = L(q)\). Set \(h := f - q\). Then \(h \in P_{2d}(S)\), \(\Lambda(h) = \Lambda(f) - \Lambda(q) = \Lambda(f) - L(q) = 0\) and \(h_{2d} = f_{2d}\). \(\square\)

The following example gives a first impression of how to apply the results from this section. We reprove the existence of Gaussian quadrature for measures on the real line (see Theorem and Definition 7.4 below) whose existence was already proved by Gauss if \(\mu\) is the uniform distribution on a compact interval [G]. We will return to the topic of Gaussian quadrature on the line in Section 7.

**Example 3.12.** We apply Theorems 3.9 and 3.11 to the case \(n := 1\) and \(S := R\). The obvious choice for \(f\) is \(f := X_{2d}\) and this is essentially equivalent to all other reasonable choices of \(f\). Now Theorem 3.9 yields an optimal solution \(\Lambda\) of \((P_{L,X_{2d},R})\) and a non-zero polynomial \(h \in P_{2d}(R)\) such that \(\Lambda(h) = 0\). In this case, Theorem 3.11 yields the same: If 3.11(a) is not applicable, then there is such an \(h\) of degree at most \(2d - 2\), or it is applicable and then 3.11(b) yields a such an \(h\) with
Now \( h \) can have at most \( d \) different roots since each of them is double by Remark 4.2 below. By Proposition 3.4(b), \( \Lambda \) possesses a quadrature rule all of whose nodes are roots of \( h \) (cf. Remark 3.6). So we have found a quadrature rule for \( L \) (realizing \( 2^d \) moments of degrees \( 0 \ldots, 2d - 1 \) of a given measure on the real line) with at most \( d \) nodes (and of course as many positive weights). Among all quadrature rules for \( L \), this quadrature rule minimizes the moment of degree \( 2^d \) which should be considered a good thing according to the discussion in the introduction.

4. General results

In this section, we summarize the immediate implications of Theorem 3.11 for quadrature rules of measures on \( \mathbb{R}^n \). The results of this section will mostly be very technical but the hope is that they could serve as a basis for subsequent work. At least for \( n = 2 \) this is demonstrated in the following two sections. For \( n \geq 3 \) more algebraic geometry will probably have to enter the picture to make this section more fruitful.

Definition 4.1. Denote by \( C[X] \) the complex algebra of complex polynomials in \( n \) variables \( X_1, \ldots, X_n \). We call \( x \in \mathbb{C}^n \) a double root of a polynomial \( p \in C[X] \) if

\[
p(x) = \frac{\partial p}{\partial X_1}(x) = \ldots = \frac{\partial p}{\partial X_n}(x) = 0.
\]

Remark 4.2. Suppose \( h \in \mathbb{R}[X] \) with \( h(x) \geq 0 \) for all \( x \in \mathbb{R}^n \). Then each element of \( Z(h) \) is a double root of \( h \).

Note that the next proposition would be completely wrong if one replaced the condition \( h_{2d} = X_1^{2d} + \ldots + X_n^{2d} \) by, e.g., \( h_{2d} = (X_1^2 + \ldots + X_n^2)^d \). Indeed, if we take for example \( h := (X_1^2 + \ldots + X_n^{2d} - 1)^2 \), then \( Z(h) \) is the unit sphere which is infinite if \( n \geq 2 \).

Proposition 4.3. Suppose \( h \in P_{2d}(\mathbb{R}) \) such that \( h_{2d} = X_1^{2d} + \ldots + X_n^{2d} \). Then

\[
\#Z(h) \leq (2d - 1)^n.
\]

Proof. Consider the ideal

\[
I := \left\langle \frac{\partial f}{\partial X_1}, \ldots, \frac{\partial f}{\partial X_n} \right\rangle \subseteq C[X],
\]

and its affine algebraic variety

\[
V := \left\{ x \in \mathbb{C}^n \mid \frac{\partial f}{\partial X_1}(x) = \ldots = \frac{\partial f}{\partial X_n}(x) = 0 \right\}.
\]

We proceed in several steps:

(a) \( Z(h) \subseteq V \)
(b) The quotient algebra \( C[X]/I \) has a complex vector space dimension of at most \( (2d - 1)^n \).
(c) \( \#V < \infty \)
(d) \( \#V \leq (2d - 1)^n \)

Claim (a) is clear from Remark 4.2 and Definition 4.1. Using that the leading form of \( \frac{\partial f}{\partial X_i} \) is \( X_i^{2d} - 1 \), one shows easily that each monomial \( X^\alpha \) with \( \alpha \in \mathbb{N}_0^n \) is modulo \( I \) congruent to another monomial \( X^\beta \) with \( \beta \in \{0, \ldots, 2d - 2\} \). Now (b) follows
since the residue classes of these \( X^d \) generate \( \mathbb{C}[X]/I \) as a vector space. From (b) one deduces immediately that \( I \) contains non-zero univariate polynomials in each variable. This implies (c) since this leaves only finitely many possible values for each component of an element of \( V \). To prove finally (d), consider the map that sends a polynomial \( \mathbb{C}[X] \) to the function it induces on \( V \). This map is an algebra homomorphism. It is surjective by polynomial interpolation since \( V \) is finite by (c). Moreover, it contains \( I \) in its kernel and therefore induces a surjective algebra homomorphism \( \mathbb{C}[X]/I \to \mathbb{C}^V \). In particular, this is a surjective \( \mathbb{C} \)-linear map. Hence

\[
\#V = \dim \mathbb{C}(C^V) \leq \dim \mathbb{C}(\mathbb{C}[X]/I) \leq (2d - 1)^n.
\]

Note that in the above proof one could replace \( \mathbb{C} \) by \( \mathbb{R} \) everywhere. However, we chose to work with \( \mathbb{C} \) in order to suggest one of the possible reasons why we should not expect the bound to be optimal. In the proof, we could have used much more machinery instead of our elementary arguments: To prove Claim (c), we could have used Gröbner basis theory [CLO, Chapter 5, §3, Theorem 6]. Then we could have deduced (d) from (c) by the higher-dimensional projective [Sha, Chapter 4, Section 2.1] or affine [Sch] analogue of Bézout’s theorem. It is remarkable and fortunate that we do not need this in our case. In principle, it is conceivable that in the future one might find good reasons to replace \( X_1^{2d} + \ldots + X_n^{2d} \) by another \( 2d \)-form in the statement of Proposition 4.3 doing the job. In that case, these non-trivial ingredients from algebraic geometry might come into play. At the moment, we can, however, hardly imagine any better choice for the \( 2d \)-form.

**Definition 4.4.** For \( n, d \in \mathbb{N} \), we set

\[
\varrho(n, 2d) := \max \{ \#Z(h) \mid h \in P_{2d}(\mathbb{R}^n), h_{2d} = X_1^{2d} + \ldots + X_n^{2d} \} \leq (2d - 1)^n.
\]

**Remark 4.5.** For \( n, d \in \mathbb{N} \), we have

\[
d^n \leq \varrho(n, 2d) \leq (2d - 1)^n
\]

since \( Z(h) = \{1, \ldots, d\}^n \) for

\[
h := (X_1 - 1)^2 \cdots (X_1 - d)^2 + \ldots + (X_n - 1)^2 \cdots (X_n - d)^2 \in P_{2d}(\mathbb{R}^n).
\]

**Example 4.6.** Clearly \( \varrho(1, 2d) = d \) for \( d \in \mathbb{N} \) since a polynomial \( h \in P_{2d}(\mathbb{R}) \setminus \{0\} \) has at most \( d \) real roots since each such root is double by Remark 4.2.

**Theorem 4.7.** Let \( d \in \mathbb{N} \) and \( L \in M_{2d-1}(\mathbb{R}^n) \) such that \( L(p) > 0 \) for all \( p \in P_{2d-2}(\mathbb{R}^n) \setminus \{0\} \). Then there exists a quadrature rule \( w: N \to \mathbb{R}_{>0} \) for \( L \) minimizing

\[
\sum_{x \in N} w(x) \sum_{i=1}^n x_i^{2d}
\]

among all quadrature rules for \( L \). Any such \( w \) satisfies

\[
\#N \leq \varrho(n, 2d) \leq (2d - 1)^n.
\]

**Proof.** Set \( f := X_1^{2d} + \ldots + X_n^{2d} \). By Theorem 3.11, \( (P_{L,f,\mathbb{R}^n}) \) possesses an optimal solution \( \Lambda \) and for each such \( \Lambda \) there is an \( h \in P_{2d}(\mathbb{R}^n) \) with \( \Lambda(h) = 0 \) and \( h_{2d} = f \). Now choose an optimal solution \( \Lambda \) of \( (P_{L,f,\mathbb{R}^n}) \). By Proposition 3.4(b), \( \Lambda \) possesses a quadrature rule \( w: N \to \mathbb{R}_{>0} \) which is then in particular a quadrature
rule for \( L = \Lambda |_{\mathbb{R}[X]_{2d-1}} \). Let \( w' : N' \to \mathbb{R}_{>0} \) be another quadrature rule for \( L \). Then \( \Lambda' : \mathbb{R}[X]_{2d} \to \mathbb{R} \), \( p \mapsto \sum_{x \in N'} w'(x)p(x) \) is a feasible solution for \( (P_{L,f,\mathbb{R}^n}) \) and therefore

\[
\sum_{x \in N} w(x) \sum_{i=1}^n x_i^{2d} = \Lambda(f) \leq \Lambda'(f) = \sum_{x \in N'} w'(x) \sum_{i=1}^n x_i^{2d}
\]

by the optimality of \( \Lambda \). Finally suppose that \((*)\) holds with equality. It then remains to show that \( \#N' \leq \varrho(n,2d) \). Now \( \Lambda' \) is also an optimal solution if \( (P_{L,f,\mathbb{R}^n}) \). Hence there exists \( h \in \mathcal{P}_{2d}(\mathbb{R}^n) \) with \( \Lambda'(h) = 0 \) and \( h_{2d} = f \). According to our strategy 3.6, we have therefore \( N' \subseteq Z(h) \). Consequently, \( \#N' \leq \#Z(h) \leq \varrho(n,2d) \) by Definition 4.4.

Note that in the above theorem, the upper bound \((2d-1)^n\) will in most cases be much worse than the Carathéodory bound discussed after Theorem 1.2 which would amount to

\[
\binom{n+2d-1}{n} = \frac{(n+2d-1) \cdots (1+2d-1)}{n!}
\]

due to the factorial appearing in the denominator. However, it is still interesting that we can find a quadrature rule minimizing the indicated term with at most \((2d-1)^n\) nodes and most notably the actual bound \( \varrho(n,2d) \) is probably in most cases much better than \((2d-1)^n\) even though it is rarely known (see for example Theorem 4.12 below).

**Corollary 4.8.** Given \( d \in \mathbb{N} \) and \( L \in M_{2d-1}(\mathbb{R}^n) \) with \( L(p) > 0 \) for all \( p \in \mathcal{P}_{2d-2}(\mathbb{R}^n) \setminus \{0\} \), there exists a quadrature rule for \( L \) with at most \( \varrho(n,2d) \) many nodes.

We do not know whether Corollary 4.8 stays true without the technical hypothesis that \( L(p) > 0 \) for all \( p \in \mathcal{P}_{2d-2}(\mathbb{R}^n) \setminus \{0\} \). On the one hand, the presence of a \( p \in \mathcal{P}_{2d-2}(\mathbb{R}^n) \setminus \{0\} \) with \( L(p) = 0 \) obviously reduces the search space for the potential quadrature rules dramatically since it obviously forces all nodes to be contained in \( Z(p) \). On the other hand, it reduces the dimension of the quadrature problem since \( Z(f) \) has dimension smaller than \( n \) (this follows for example by applying [BCR, Proposition 2.8.13] to the complement of \( Z(f) \)). However, the geometry of \( Z(f) \) might be much more complicated than that of \( \mathbb{R}^n \). In Theorem 4.16 below we will exploit a lucky situation where \( Z(f) \) is an affine subspace. The case where \( Z(f) \) is (the real part of) a plane algebraic curve will be treated in Section 6 and resort to some machinery from algebraic geometry used in Section 5. Cases with more complicated \( Z(f) \) will probably require much more algebraic geometry and should be subject to future work. Anyway the following corollary demonstrates that in many cases the technical hypothesis is not a problem:

**Corollary 4.9.** Suppose \( d \in \mathbb{N} \) and \( \mu \) is a measure on \( \mathbb{R}^n \) having finite moments up to degree \( 2d-1 \). Moreover, suppose that the support of \( \mu \) has positive Lebesgue measure. Then there exists a quadrature rule of degree \( 2d-1 \) for \( \mu \) with at most \( \varrho(n,2d) \) many nodes.

**Proof.** By Corollary 4.8 and Definition 1.1, it is enough to show that \( \int p \, d\mu > 0 \) for all \( p \in \mathcal{P}_{2d-2}(\mathbb{R}^n) \setminus \{0\} \). So let \( p \in \mathcal{P}_{2d-2}(\mathbb{R}^n) \setminus \{0\} \). In order to show \( \int p \, d\mu > 0 \), consider \( S := \mathbb{R}^n \setminus Z(p) \) and the measure \( \mu_S \) defined by \( \mu_S(A) := \mu(A \cap S) \) for
all Borel-measurable sets $A \subseteq \mathbb{R}^n$. By the Bayer-Teichmann Theorem 1.2, this measure has a quadrature rule $w: N \rightarrow \mathbb{R}_{>0}$ of degree $2d - 1$ (we will need only degree $2d - 2$) with $N \subseteq S$. We have

$$\int p \, d\mu = \int_S p \, d\mu = \sum_{x \in N} w(x)p(x)$$

which is clearly positive once we know that $N \neq \emptyset$. Moreover, we have

$$\mu(S) = \int_S 1 \, d\mu = \sum_{x \in N} w(x)$$

so that it is enough to show $\mu(S) > 0$, i.e., the support of $\mu$ is not contained in $Z(p)$. To show this, it is enough to show that $Z(p)$ has Lebesgue measure zero. But real zero sets $Z(h)$ of polynomials $h \in \mathbb{R}[X] \setminus \{0\}$ are well-known to have zero Lebesgue measure, see, e.g., [CT] for a short proof of this. \hfill \square

**Definition 4.10.** For any $h \in \mathbb{R}[X]_{=2d}$, we denote by

$$Z_{\text{RP}^{n-1}}(h) := \{ x \in \text{RP}^{n-1} \mid h(x) = 0 \}$$

its projective real zero set. For $n, d \in \mathbb{N}$, Choi, Lam and Reznick [CLR, Page 2, Section 4] define

$$B_{n,2d} := \sup \{ \#Z_{\text{RP}^{n-1}}(h) \mid h \in P_{=2d}(\text{RP}^{n-1}), \#Z_{\text{RP}^{n-1}}(h) < \infty \} \in \mathbb{N}_0 \cup \{ \infty \}.$$ 

**Proposition 4.11.** Let $n, d \in \mathbb{N}$. Then $\varphi(n,2d) \leq B_{n+1,2d}$.

*Proof.* Let $h \in P_{=2d}(\mathbb{R}^n)$ such that $h_{2d} = X_{1}^{2d} + \cdots + X_{n}^{2d}$. It is enough to show that there is $g \in P_{=2d}(\text{RP}^{n})$ such that $\#Z(h) \leq \#Z_{\text{RP}^{n}}(g) < \infty$. This is easy: Take the homogenization $g := h_{[2d]} \in \mathbb{R}[X_0, X]$. Then $Z_{\text{RP}^{n}}(g) = Z(h) \cup Z_{\text{RP}^{n-1}}(h_{2d}) = Z(h) \cup \emptyset = Z(h)$ and therefore

$$\#Z_{\text{RP}^{n}}(g) = \#Z(h) \leq \varphi(n,2d) \leq (2d - 1)^n < \infty.$$ \hfill \square

We shortly resume everything what seems to be known about the numbers $B_{n,2d}$, see [CLR, Theorem 4.3, Proposition 4.13 and Page 13]:

$$d^2 \leq B_{3,2d} \leq \frac{3}{2}d(d - 1) + 1$$

where the upper bound is proven using Petrovsky’s non-trivial bound on the number of empty ovals of a non-singular plane algebraic curve of degree $2d$ [Pet] and is known to be sharp only for $d \leq 3$, $B_{3,6d} \geq 10d^2$, $B_{3,6d+2} \geq 10d^2 + 1$, $B_{3,6d+4} \geq 10d^2 + 4$, $\lim_{d \to \infty} \frac{B_{3,2d}}{d^2}$ exists and lies in the interval $[\frac{10}{7}, \frac{9}{2}]$ and $B_{4,4} = 10$

where the last equality is proven using a non-trivial result of Petrovsky and Oleinik on non-singular surfaces [PO]. The consequences on $\varphi(n,2d)$ we get by Proposition 4.11 are extremely important for us and we will call them the Petrovsky inequality or Petrovsky-Oleinik inequality, respectively:

**Theorem 4.12.** (Petrovsky inequality). $d^2 \leq \varphi(2,2d) \leq \frac{3}{2}d(d - 1) + 1$ for $d \in \mathbb{N}$.
Proof. The upper bound follows from [Pet], see [CLR, Page 13]. The lower bound is the trivial one from Remark 4.5.

We will exploit the Petrovsky-Oleinik inequality extensively in Section 6 below. Note that it is obviously sharp for \( d \in \{1, 2\} \).

**Theorem 4.13** (Petrovsky-Oleinik inequality).

\[ 8 \leq q(3, 4) \leq 10 \]

Proof. The upper bound follows from [PO], see [CLR, Page 13]. The lower bound is again the trivial one from Remark 4.5.

Before we draw some consequences from the Petrovsky-Oleinik inequality, we have to introduce a quite obvious technique which will allow us to reduce the number of variables \( n \) whenever we search for a quadrature rule for a measure whose support is known to lie in an affine subspace.

We define an **affine subspace** of a vector space to be the empty set or a translated vector subspace (which is unique and called its **direction**). The **dimension** of an affine subspace is the dimension of its direction unless it is empty in which case we set it to \(-1\). Let now \( U \) and \( V \) be affine subspaces of \( \mathbb{R}^n \) and \( \mathbb{R}^m \), respectively. A map \( \varphi: U \to V \) is **affine linear** if there exists a matrix \( A \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times n} \) and a vector \( b \in \mathbb{R}^m \) such that \( \varphi(x) = Ax + b \) for all \( x \in \mathbb{R}^n \). Now let \( \varphi: U \to V \) be a affine linear map. For each \( L \in \mathbb{R}[X]_d \) having a quadrature rule \( w: N \to \mathbb{R}_{>0} \) with \( N \subseteq U \), the linear form \( \varphi(L): \mathbb{R}[Y_1, \ldots, Y_m]_d \to \mathbb{R}, \ p \mapsto \sum_{x \in N} w(x)p(\varphi(x)) \)

has the quadrature rule

\( \varphi(w): \varphi(N) \to \mathbb{R}_{>0}, \ y \mapsto \sum_{x \in N \cap \varphi^{-1}(\{y\})) w(x) \)

and depends only on \( \varphi \) and \( L \) but not on \( w \) because for any \( A \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times n} \) and \( b \in \mathbb{R}^m \) satisfying \( \varphi(x) = Ax + b \) for all \( x \in \mathbb{R}^n \) we have

\[ \sum_{x \in N} w(x)p(\varphi(x)) = \sum_{x \in N} w(x)p(Ax + b) = L \left( \begin{pmatrix} X_1 \\ \vdots \\ X_n \end{pmatrix} + b \right) \]

for all \( p \in \mathbb{R}[Y_1, \ldots, Y_m]_d \) (this gives also an easy way of computing \( \varphi(L) \) without having a quadrature rule \( w \) for \( L \) at hand).

Now if \( U, V \) and \( W \) are affine subspaces of \( \mathbb{R}^n \), \( \mathbb{R}^m \) and \( \mathbb{R}^f \), respectively, and \( \varphi: U \to V \) and \( \psi: V \to W \) are affine linear maps, then we have for all \( L \in \mathbb{R}[X]_d^* \) and quadrature rules \( w: N \to \mathbb{R}_{>0} \) with \( N \subseteq U \) that \( \psi(\varphi(w)) = (\psi \circ \varphi)(w) \) and consequently \( \psi(\varphi(L)) = (\psi \circ \varphi)(L) \).

**Lemma 4.14.** Let \( m, n, d, k \in \mathbb{N} \) and \( U \) be an \( n \)-dimensional affine subspace of \( \mathbb{R}^m \). Then the following are equivalent:

(a) Every element from \( M_d(U) \) possesses a quadrature rule with at most \( k \) nodes.
(b) Every element from \( M_d(\mathbb{R}^m) \) possesses a quadrature rule with at most \( k \) nodes which are all contained in \( U \).
Proof. Fix an affine linear bijection \( \varphi : \mathbb{R}^n \rightarrow U \). Suppose that (a) holds. To show (b), let \( L \in M_d(U) \). Since there exists a quadrature rule for \( L \) with all nodes contained in \( U \), we can form \( \varphi^{-1}(L) \in \mathcal{M}_d(\mathbb{R}^n) \) and by (a) we get a quadrature rule \( w \) for \( \varphi^{-1}(L) \) with at most \( k \) nodes. Now \( \varphi(w) \) is a quadrature rule for \( \varphi(\varphi^{-1}(L)) = (\varphi \circ \varphi^{-1})(L) = \text{id}_{\mathbb{R}^n}(L) = L \) with at most \( k \) nodes. This shows (a) \( \implies \) (b). The proof of (b) \( \implies \) (a) is analogous. \( \square \)

The following is well-known folklore:

**Proposition 4.15.** For any \( p \in P_2(\mathbb{R}^n) \), there are \( \ell_0, \ldots, \ell_n \in \mathbb{R}[X]_1 \) such that

\[
p = \sum_{i=0}^{n} \ell_i^2.
\]

**Proof.** Let \( v \) be the column vector with entries \( 1, X_1, \ldots, X_n \). Then there is a (unique) symmetric matrix \( G \in \mathbb{R}^{(n+1) \times (n+1)} \) such that \( p = v^T G v \). From the nonnegativity of \( p \) on \( \mathbb{R}^2 \), it follows by continuity that \( G \) is positive semidefinite and therefore can be factored (e.g., by the spectral theorem) as \( G = L^T L \) for some matrix \( L \in \mathbb{R}^{(n+1) \times (n+1)} \) (take for example the Cholesky factorization). Now \( p = v^T L^T L v = (Lv)^T (Lv) = \sum_{i=0}^{n} \ell_i^2 \) if \( \ell_0, \ldots, \ell_n \) are the entries of \( Lv \). \( \square \)

**Theorem 4.16.** For every \( L \in M_3(\mathbb{R}^n) \), there exists a quadrature rule for \( L \) with at most \( q(n, 4) \) nodes.

**Proof.** We proceed by induction on \( n \). For \( n = 1 \), we get a quadrature rule for \( L \) with at most 2 nodes by Example 3.12 and \( 2 \leq q(n, 4) \) by Remark 4.5. In the induction step from \( n - 1 \) to \( n \) (\( n \geq 2 \)), we get the result directly from Corollary 4.8 except if there exists \( p \in P_2(\mathbb{R}^n) \setminus \{0\} \) with \( L(p) = 0 \). So fix \( p \in P_2(\mathbb{R}^n) \setminus \{0\} \) with \( L(p) = 0 \). We will now use the induction hypothesis. Since any quadrature rule for \( L \) has all its nodes contained in \( Z(p) \), we have \( L \in M_3(Z(p)) \). Proposition 4.15 yields \( \ell_0, \ldots, \ell_n \in \mathbb{R}[X]_1 \) with \( p = \sum_{i=0}^{n} \ell_i^2 \). Since \( p \neq 0 \), we have without loss of generality \( \ell_0 \neq 0 \). Now \( U := Z(\ell_0) \) is an affine subspace of \( \mathbb{R}^n \) of dimension \( n - 1 \). By induction hypothesis and by Lemma 4.14, there exists a quadrature rule for \( L \) with at most \( q(n-1, 4) \) nodes. It remains to show that \( q(n-1, 4) \leq q(n, 4) \) but this follows easily from the fact that for each \( h \in P_4(\mathbb{R}^{n-1}) \) we have \( h + X_n^2 \in P_4(\mathbb{R}^n) \) and \( Z(h + X_n^2) = Z(h) \times \{0\} \). \( \square \)

**Corollary 4.17.** Suppose \( L \in M_3(\mathbb{R}^3) \). Then there exists a quadrature rule for \( L \) with at most \( q(3, 4) \leq 10 \) many nodes.

**Proof.** Combine Theorem 4.16 with the Petrovsky-Oleinik inequality 4.13. \( \square \)

5. **Quadrature on Plane Algebraic Curves**

**Remark 5.1.** If \( p \in \mathbb{R}[X,Y] \) and \( x \) is an isolated point of \( Z(p) \) in \( \mathbb{R}^2 \), then \( x \) is double root of \( p \) (cf. Definition 4.1). This follows immediately from the most basic version of the implicit function theorem.

**Remark 5.2.** Recall that two polynomials in \( \mathbb{R}[X] \) are *associate* if one is the other multiplied by a non-zero real constant. The same definition applies to the ring of complex polynomials \( \mathbb{C}[X] \) if one allows a non-zero complex constant. If \( p \) is irreducible in \( \mathbb{R}[X] \), then

- either it is also irreducible in \( \mathbb{C}[X] \)
• or there is an irreducible element \( q \) of \( C[X] \) such that \( q \) is not associate to its complex conjugate polynomial \( q^* \) in \( C[X] \) and \( p \) is associate to \( q^* \) in \( R[X] \).

Indeed, choose an irreducible factor \( q \) of \( p \) in \( C[X] \). Then \( q^* \) is also an irreducible factor of \( p \) in \( C[X] \). First consider the case where \( q \) and \( q^* \) are associate in \( C[X] \), i.e., there is \( \zeta \in \mathbb{C} \) such that \( q = \zeta q^* \). Then \( q^* = \overline{\zeta}q \) and therefore \( q = \zeta^2q \) from which follows \( |\zeta| = 1 \). Choose \( \zeta \in \mathbb{C} \) such that \( \zeta^2 = \zeta \). Now \( \zeta^2\zeta = |\zeta|^2 = |\zeta| = 1 \) and therefore \( (\zeta^2q)^* = \overline{\zeta}q^* = \overline{\zeta}(\overline{\zeta^2})q = \zeta\overline{\zeta}^*\overline{\zeta}^*q = \zeta^*q \). Hence \( \zeta^*q \in \mathbb{R}[X] \).

Because \( \zeta^*q \in \mathbb{R}[X] \) divides \( p \) in \( C[X] \), it divides \( p \) also in \( R[X] \) since a real system of linear equations has a real solution if and only if it has a complex solution.

By the irreducibility of \( p \) in \( \mathbb{R}[X] \), we have that \( p \) and \( \zeta^*q \) are associate in \( \mathbb{R}[X] \) and therefore also in \( C[X] \). Since \( q \) is irreducible in \( C[X] \), we have that \( p \) is also irreducible in \( C[X] \). Finally consider the other case where \( q \) and \( q^* \) are not associate in \( C[X] \). Then \( q^*q \in \mathbb{R}[X] \) divides \( p \) in \( C[X] \) and therefore also in \( \mathbb{R}[X] \). By the irreducibility of \( p \) in \( \mathbb{R}[X] \), \( p \) and \( q^*q \) are associate in \( \mathbb{R}[X] \).

The proof of the theorem will rely essentially on the following variant of Bézout’s theorem which we did not find in the literature.

**Theorem 5.3.** Let \( g, h \in \mathbb{R}[X, Y] \setminus \{0\} \) such that \( Z(g) \cap Z(h) \) is finite and \( h(x) \geq 0 \) for all \( x \in Z(g) \). Then \( \#(Z(g) \cap Z(h)) \leq (\deg g)(\deg h) \).

**Proof.** One easily reduces to the case where \( g \) is irreducible in the ring \( \mathbb{R}[X, Y] \). Then \( Z(g) \cap Z(h) \) is finite and therefore every real root of \( g \) is isolated in \( \mathbb{R}^2 \) and hence double by Remark 5.1. But then we can exchange \( h \) by an arbitrary non-zero linear combination \( \tilde{h} \) of the partial derivatives of \( g \) with respect to \( X \) and \( Y \) since \( Z(g) \cap Z(h) = Z(g) \) is finite, \( \tilde{h}(x) = 0 \geq 0 \) for all \( x \in Z(g) \) and \( \deg \tilde{h} \leq 1 + \deg \tilde{h} \leq \deg g \leq \deg h \). In this way we can from now on assume that \( g \) does not divide \( h \) in \( \mathbb{R}[X, Y] \). Then it follows easily from Remark 5.2 that \( g \) and \( h \) do not share any common irreducible factor in \( \mathbb{C}[X, Y] \), i.e., the hypotheses for Bézout’s theorem for not necessarily reduced [Ful, Section 5.1] affine algebraic curves are fulfilled which says that

\[
\sum_{(x,y) \in V} \mu_{(x,y)}(g,h) \leq (\deg g)(\deg h).
\]

where

\[
V := \{(x,y) \in \mathbb{C}^2 \mid g(x,y) = h(x,y) = 0\}
\]

and \( \mu_{(x,y)}(g,h) \in \mathbb{N}_0 \) denotes for each \( (x,y) \in \mathbb{C}^2 \) the intersection multiplicity of \( g \) and \( h \) at the point \( (x,y) \) [Ful, Section 3.3]. A more precise projective version is given in [Ful, Section 5.3] from which follows obviously the just applied affine version by [Ful, top of Page 54]. Since \( Z(g) \cap Z(h) = R^2 \cap V \subseteq V \), it follows that

\[
\sum_{(x,y) \in Z(g) \cap Z(h)} \mu_{(x,y)}(g,h) \leq (\deg g)(\deg h).
\]

Fix now \( (x,y) \in Z(g) \cap Z(h) \). It is enough to show that \( \mu_{(x,y)}(g,h) \geq 2 \). Assume this is not true. Then \( \mu_{(x,y)}(g,h) = 1 \) by [Ful, 3.3(2)]. Now \( (x,y) \) is neither a double root of \( g \) nor of \( h \) and the evaluations of \( (\frac{\partial g}{\partial X}, \frac{\partial g}{\partial Y}) \) and \( (\frac{\partial h}{\partial X}, \frac{\partial h}{\partial Y}) \) at \( (x,y) \) are not collinear by [Ful, 3.3(5)] and therefore after an affine change of coordinates [Ful, 3.3(3)] without loss of generality \((0,1)\) and \((1,0)\). By the most basic version of the implicit function theorem, there is an open neighborhood \( U \) of \( x \) in \( \mathbb{R} \) such that
there is a differentiable function \( f : U \to \mathbb{R} \) satisfying \( f(x) = y \) and \( g(\xi, f(\xi)) = 0 \) for all \( \xi \in U \). By the chain rule, the derivative of the function \( U \to \mathbb{R}, \xi \mapsto h(\xi, f(\xi)) \) at \( x \) is 1, i.e., \( \frac{h(\xi, f(\xi))}{\xi} \) is close to 1 and therefore \( h(\xi, f(\xi)) < 0 \) when \( \xi \in U \) is negative and sufficiently close to 0. This contradicts \( h(\xi, f(\xi)) \geq 0 \) for all \( \xi \in U \).

**Corollary 5.4.** Let \( p \in \mathbb{R}[X, Y] \) be of degree \( k \in \mathbb{N}_0 \) such that \( Z(p) \) is finite. Then

\[
2k \leq k(k - 1).
\]

**Proof.** Obviously we have \( k = \deg p \geq 1 \). Therefore at least one of the partial derivatives of \( p \) is not the zero polynomial. Without loss of generality \( q := \frac{\partial p}{\partial x} \neq 0 \). By Remark 5.1 we have \( q(x) = 0 \) for all \( x \in Z(p) \). Therefore \( Z(p) = Z(p) \cap Z(q) \) and \( 2k \leq 2k(k - 1) \) by Theorem 5.3. \( \square \)

We come now to the main result of this section.

**Theorem 5.5.** Let \( d \in \mathbb{N}, g \in \mathbb{R}[X, Y] \setminus \{0\}, k := \deg g, S := Z(g) \) and \( L \in M_{2d-1}(S) \). Suppose \( f \in \mathbb{R}[X, Y]_{2d} \) satisfies \( f_{2d}(x, y) > 0 \) for all \( (x, y) \in S \). Then there exists a quadrature rule \( w : N \to \mathbb{R}_{>0} \) for \( L \) with \( N \subseteq S \) and

\[
\#N \leq dk
\]

that minimizes

\[
\sum_{(x, y) \in N} w(x, y)f(x, y)
\]

among all quadrature rules for \( L \) whose nodes are all contained in \( S \).

**Proof.** By Proposition 3.4, we can choose an optimal solution \( \Lambda_0 \) of \( (P_{L, f, S}) \) and a quadrature rule \( w_0 : N_0 \to \mathbb{R}_{>0} \) with \( N_0 \subseteq S \). Using a Carathéodory argument similar to the one in the discussion after Theorem 1.2 in the vector space \((\mathbb{R}[X, Y]_{2d-1} + \mathbb{R}f)^*\), we see that we can assume \( \#N_0 \leq \dim(\mathbb{R}[X, Y]_{2d-1} + \mathbb{R}f)^* = \dim(\mathbb{R}[X, Y]_{2d-1} + \mathbb{R}f) = (\dim \mathbb{R}[X, Y]_{2d-1} + 1) + 1 = 2d + 1 \). If \( k \geq 2d + 2 \), we have thus \( \#N_0 \leq 2d^2 + d + 1 \leq dk \) and we are done. Therefore suppose from now on that we are in the nontrivial case where \( k \leq 2d + 1 \).

Since \( \mathbb{R}[X, Y] \) is a factorial ring, we can choose \( m \in \mathbb{N}_0 \) and irreducible \( p_1, \ldots, p_m \in \mathbb{R}[X, Y]_{2d} \) such that

\[
g = p_1 \cdots p_m.
\]

Setting \( S_i := Z(p_i) \) and \( k_i := \deg p_i \) for \( i \in \{1, \ldots, m\} \), it follows that

\[
S = S_1 \cup \ldots \cup S_m.
\]

Choose pairwise distinct subsets \( N_{0,1}, \ldots, N_{0,m} \) of \( N_0 \) such that \( N_{0,i} \subseteq S_i \) for all \( i \in \{1, \ldots, m\} \) and

\[
N_0 = N_{0,1} \cup \ldots \cup N_{0,m}
\]

and let \( \Lambda_{0,i} \in M_{2d}(S_i) \) for \( i \in \{1, \ldots, m\} \) be defined by the property that \( w|_{N_i} \) is a quadrature rule of \( \Lambda_{0,i} \). We have that \( \Lambda_{0,i} \) is a feasible solution of \( (P_{L_i, f, S_i}) \) where \( L_i := \Lambda_{0,i} |_{\mathbb{R}[X]_{2d-1}} \). Then

\[
\Lambda_0 = \Lambda_{0,1} + \cdots + \Lambda_{0,m}.
\]

Next observe the following important fact: If \( i \in \{1, \ldots, m\} \) such that \( S_i \) is finite, then

\[
\#N_{0,i} \leq \#S_i \leq \frac{1}{2}k_i(k_i - 1) \leq k_i d = dk_i
\]
where the first inequality follows from $N_{i,0} \subseteq S_i$, the second from Corollary 5.4 and the third from $k_i \leq k \leq 2d + 1$. For $i \in \{1, \ldots, m\}$,

- in case that $N_{i,0} \leq d k_i$ set $\Lambda_i := \Lambda_{i,0}$, $N_i := N_{i,0}$ and $w_i := w_{i,0}$,
- in case that $N_{i,0} > d k_i$ choose by Theorem 3.9(a) $\Lambda_i$ as an optimal solution of $(P_{L,f,S})$ on the relative boundary of $P_{2d}(S_i)$ (this is possible since $S_i$ is infinite) and choose a quadrature rule $w_i : N \to \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}$ with $N_i \subseteq S_i$.

Now

$$
\Lambda := \Lambda_1 + \ldots + \Lambda_m
$$

is obviously a feasible solution of $(P_{L,f,S})$ and therefore $\Lambda_0(f) \leq \Lambda(f)$ by the optimality of $\Lambda_0$. On the other hand $\Lambda_i(f) \leq \Lambda_{i,0}(f)$ by the choice of $\Lambda_i$ for each $i \in \{1, \ldots, m\}$. Summing up over $i$ on both sides, this yields $\Lambda(f) \leq \Lambda_0(f)$. Therefore $\Lambda(f) = \Lambda_0(f)$ and $\Lambda$ is an optimal solution of $(P_{L,f,S})$. Now

$$
w : N := N_1 \cup \ldots \cup N_m \to \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}, \quad (x,y) \mapsto \sum_{i=1}^m w_i(x,y)
$$

is a quadrature rule for $\Lambda$ and in particular for $L$ with $N \subseteq S$. It has the claimed optimality property by the optimality of $\Lambda$. It only remains to shows that $#N \leq d k$. To this end, it suffices to show that $#N_i \leq d k_i$ for $i \in \{1, \ldots, m\}$. Fix $i \in \{1, \ldots, m\}$.

By choice of $\Lambda_i$ there is nothing to show if $#N_{i,0} \leq d k_i$. So suppose that $#N_{i,0} > d k_i$. Then $\Lambda_i$ lies on the relative boundary of $P_{2d}(S_i)^\circ$ and we get by Theorem 3.9(b) a polynomial $h \in P_{2d}(S_i) \setminus V_{2d}(S)$ with $\Lambda_i(h) = 0$. The irreducible affine $\mathbb{R}$-variety

$$V := \{x \in C^m \mid p_i(x) = 0\}
$$

has dimension 1 [Kun, Proposition 4.4(f)]. Its affine $\mathbb{R}$-subvariety

$$\{(x,y) \in C^2 \mid p_i(x,y) = 0, h(x,y) = 0\} \neq V
$$

has dimension at most 0 and therefore is finite [Kun, Proposition 3.11(f)]. In particular, $S_i \cap Z(h)$ is finite and Theorem 5.3 shows

$$2 # (S_i \cap Z(h)) \leq k_i(2d).
$$

Since $N_i \subseteq S_i \cap Z(h)$, it follows that $#N_i \leq d k_i$ as desired. \hfill $\square$

**Corollary 5.6.** Let $d \in \mathbb{N}$, $g \in \mathbb{R}[X,Y] \setminus \{0\}$, $k := \deg g$, $S := Z(g)$ and $L \in \mathcal{M}_{2d-1}(S)$. Then there exists a quadrature rule for $L$ with at most $d k$ nodes and all nodes contained in $S$.

In the situation of the above corollary, the trivial Carathéodory bound discussed after the Bayer-Teichmann theorem 1.2 would yield the same statement with $#N \leq d k$ replaced by $#N \leq (2^{\frac{k}{2d} - 1}) = d(2d + 1)$. It is therefore not interesting for $k > 2d$. However, it yields already for small $k$ very interesting results: The first example concerns the Gaussian quadrature on the line from Example 3.12. It will be closely investigated in Section 7 below.

**Example 5.7** (Gauss quadrature on the line). Let $d \in \mathbb{N}$ and choose $g \in \mathbb{R}[X,Y]_1 \setminus \{0\}$. Then $S$ is a straight line in $\mathbb{R}^2$. By Lemma 4.14, Corollary 5.6 says in this case that every element from $\mathcal{M}_{2d-1}(\mathbb{R})$ possesses a quadrature rule with at most $d$ nodes.
The only other previously known nontrivial example of Corollary 5.6 which we are aware of is the odd degree case of Szegő quadrature on a circle discovered by Jones, Njåstad and Thron only in 1989 [JNT, Theorem 8.4].

**Example 5.8** (Szegő-quadrature on the circle). Let $d \in \mathbb{N}$ and set $g := X^2 + Y^2 - 1$. Then $S$ is the unit circle in $\mathbb{R}^2$. Corollary 5.6 now says that every element from $M_{2d-1}(S)$ possesses a quadrature rule with at most $2d$ nodes.

Let $S := \{(x, y) \in \mathbb{R}^2 \mid x^2 + y^2 = 1\}$ denote the unit circle. The functions

$$S \to \mathbb{R}, \quad (x, y) \mapsto x^\alpha y^\beta \quad (\alpha, \beta \in \mathbb{N}_0, \alpha + \beta \leq 2d - 1)$$

can be written as complex linear combination of the functions

$$S \to \mathbb{C}, \quad (x, y) \mapsto (x + iy)^k \quad (k \in \{(2d - 1), \ldots, 2d - 1\})$$

and vice versa where $i := \sqrt{-1} \in \mathbb{C}$ denotes the imaginary unit. This shows that Example 5.8 above is really just a "real formulation" of the odd degree case of [JNT, Theorem 8.4].

### 6. Cubature on the plane

Recall that a polynomial $h \in \mathbb{R}[X]$ is called square-free if there is no irreducible polynomial $p \in \mathbb{R}[X]$ such that $p^2$ divides $h$ in $\mathbb{R}[X]$. We begin with an easy lemma which must certainly well-know but for which we did not find a suitable reference.

**Lemma 6.1.** Any square-free polynomial in $\mathbb{R}[X, Y]$ has only a finite number of double roots in $\mathbb{C}^2$.

**Proof.** Let $h \in \mathbb{R}[X, Y]$ be square-free. Since $\mathbb{R}[X, Y]$ is a factorial ring, we can write $h = c p_1 \cdots p_m$ for some $c \in \mathbb{R}^\times$, $m \in \mathbb{N}_0$ and irreducible pairwise non-associate $p_1, \ldots, p_m \in \mathbb{R}[X, Y]$. Fix $i \in \{1, \ldots, m\}$. It is enough to show that the set of common complex zeros of $p_i$ and both partial derivatives of $h$ is finite. Since $p_i$ defines the irreducible curve $C := \{(x, y) \in \mathbb{C}^2 \mid p_i(x, y) = 0\}$, it is enough to show that not both partial derivatives of $h$ vanish simultaneously on this curve.

Suppose for the moment that $\frac{\partial h}{\partial X}$ vanishes on $C$. We claim that then $\frac{\partial h}{\partial Y} = 0$. Indeed, $p_i$ divides a power of $\frac{\partial h}{\partial X}$ in $\mathbb{R}[X, Y]$ by Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz [Kun, Chapter 1, §3, Proposition 3.7] and therefore also $\frac{\partial h}{\partial Y}$ itself since $p_i$ is irreducible. Because $p_i$ now divides the left hand side as well as all but the $i$-th term in the sum on the right hand side of the equation

$$\frac{\partial h}{\partial X} = \sum_{j=1}^m \frac{\partial p_j}{\partial X} \prod_{k \neq j} p_k,$$

it also divides $\frac{\partial h}{\partial Y} \prod_{k \neq i} p_k$. Because $p_1, \ldots, p_m$ are pairwise non-associate, it follows that $p_i$ divides $\frac{\partial h}{\partial Y}$ which, for degree reasons, is only possible if $\frac{\partial h}{\partial Y} = 0$.

If now both partial derivatives of $h$ vanished on $C$, then both partial derivatives of $p_i$ would be the zero polynomial, i.e., $p_i$ would be a constant polynomial which is not possible by definition of an irreducible polynomial. \qed

The following is a variant of [Ful, Section 5.4, Theorem 2].
Proposition 6.2. Let \( h \in \mathbb{R}[X,Y] \) be square-free of degree \( \ell \) and \( h(x) \geq 0 \) for all \( x \in \mathbb{R}^n \). Then \( 2\#Z(h) \leq \ell(\ell - 1) \).

Proof. This is clear if \( \ell = 0 \). So suppose \( \ell > 0 \). Then at least one of both partial derivatives of \( h \) is not the zero polynomial, say \( g := \frac{\partial h}{\partial X} \neq 0 \). By Remark 4.2, \( g(x) = 0 \geq 0 \) for all \( x \in Z(h) \). If \( Z(h) \cap Z(g) = Z(h) \) is finite, we can conclude by Theorem 5.3 (with the roles of \( g \) and \( h \) interchanged). Therefore it remains only to show that \( Z(h) \) is finite. But this follows from Remark 4.2 together with Lemma 6.1. \( \square \)

We are now ready to state the main result of this section.

Theorem 6.3. Let \( d \in \mathbb{N} \) and \( L \in M_{2d-1}(\mathbb{R}^2) \). Then there exists a cubature rule \( w: N \to \mathbb{R}_{>0} \) for \( L \) with

\[
\#N \leq \varrho(2,2d) \leq \frac{3}{2} d(d - 1) + 1
\]

that minimizes

\[
\sum_{(x,y) \in N} w(x,y)(x^{2d} + y^{2d})
\]

among all cubature rules for \( L \).

Proof. If \( L(p) > 0 \) for all \( p \in P_{2d-2}(\mathbb{R}^2) \setminus \{0\} \), then we conclude by Theorem 7 and the Petrovsky inequality 4.12. Therefore suppose now that we have fixed \( p \in P_{2d-2}(\mathbb{R}^2) \setminus \{0\} \) such that \( L(p) = 0 \). Now write

\[
p = g^2 h
\]

with \( g,h \in \mathbb{R}[X,Y] \setminus \{0\} \) such that \( h \) is square-free. We see that \( h(x) \geq 0 \) for all \( x \in \mathbb{R}^2 \setminus Z(g) \) and by continuity even for all \( x \in \mathbb{R}^2 \). Define \( k, \ell \in \mathbb{N}_0 \) by \( k = \deg g \) and \( 2\ell = \deg h \) (note that the degree of \( h \) is even since the degree of \( p \) is even) so that

\[
k + \ell \leq d - 1.
\]

Using Proposition 3.4, we can choose an optimal solution \( \Lambda_0 \) of \((P_{L,X^{2d}+Y^{2d},\mathbb{R}^2})\) together with a quadrature rule \( w_0: N_0 \to \mathbb{R}_{>0} \) for \( \Lambda_0 \). Because of \( L(p) = 0 \), we have \( N_0 \subseteq Z(p) = Z(g) \cup Z(h) \). Now set \( N_1 := N_0 \cap Z(g) \) and \( N_2 := N_0 \setminus Z(g) \subseteq Z(h) \). For \( i \in \{1,2\} \), we set now \( w_i := w_0|_{N_i} \) and denote by \( L_i \in \mathbb{R}[X,Y]_{2d-1} \) the linear form having \( w_i \) as quadrature rule. We have \( L_1 \in M_{2d-1}(Z(g)) \) and \( \#N_2 \leq \#Z(h) \leq \frac{\ell(\ell - 1)}{2} \) by Proposition 6.2. Now we apply Theorem 5.5 to see that there exists a quadrature rule \( w': N' \to \mathbb{R}_{>0} \) for \( L_1 \) with \( N' \subseteq Z(g) \) such that \( \#N' \leq dk \) that minimizes

\[
\sum_{(x,y) \in N'} w'(x,y)(x^{2d} + y^{2d})
\]

among all quadrature rules for \( L_1 \) whose nodes are all contained in \( Z(g) \). In particular,

\[
(\ast) \quad \sum_{(x,y) \in N'} w'(x,y)(x^{2d} + y^{2d}) \leq \sum_{(x,y) \in N_1} w_1(x,y)(x^{2d} + y^{2d}).
\]
Now finally define \( w: N := N' \cup N_2 \to \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0} \) by \( w|_{N'} = w' \) and \( w|_{N_2} = w_2 \). Then \( w \) is a quadrature rule for \( L_1 + L_2 = L \) and
\[
\#N = \#N' + \#N_2 \leq dk + \frac{\ell(\ell - 1)}{2}.
\]
Adding the same term to both sides of (*) we obtain
\[
\sum_{(x,y) \in N} w(x,y)(x^{2d} + y^{2d}) \leq \sum_{(x,y) \in N_0} w_0(x,y)(x^{2d} + y^{2d}).
\]
By the optimality of \( \Lambda_0 \), \( w_0 \) minimizes the right hand side in this inequality among all quadrature rules for \( L \). Therefore \( w \) minimizes the left hand side (which now turns out to be equal to the right hand side) of this inequality among all quadrature rules for \( L \). It remains only to show that
\[
dk + \frac{\ell(\ell - 1)}{2} \leq \varrho(2, 2d).
\]
By the trivial part of the Petrovsky inequality 4.12, it suffices to show
\[
2dk + \ell(\ell - 1) \leq 2d^2,
\]
or equivalently
\[
\ell(\ell - 1) \leq 2d(d - k).
\]
Using \( d - k \geq \ell + 1 \geq \ell \), we reduce this to
\[
\ell(\ell - 1) \leq 2d\ell
\]
which is trivially true. \( \square \)

**Corollary 6.4.** For all \( d \in \mathbb{N} \) and \( L \in M_{2d-1}(\mathbb{R}^2) \), there exists a cubature rule for \( L \) with at most \( \varrho(2, 2d) \leq \frac{3}{2}d(d - 1) + 1 \) many nodes.

We don’t have any reason to expect the above upper bound of \( \frac{3}{2}d(d - 1) + 1 \) to be optimal but we conclude the section by showing that at least it cannot be improved strictly below \( (d - 1)^2 \). The idea underlying this is folklore and contained in the following proposition.

**Proposition 6.5.** Let \( d \in \mathbb{N}_0 \) and \( f \in P_{2d}(\mathbb{R}^n) \) such that the family \( (\operatorname{ev}_x)_{x \in \mathbb{Z}(f)} \) is linearly independent in \( \mathbb{R}[x]_{2d}^n \) (in particular, \( Z(f) \) is finite) where
\[
\operatorname{ev}_x : \mathbb{R}[x]_{2d} \to \mathbb{R}, \ p \mapsto p(x)
\]
denotes the point evaluation in \( x \) for each \( x \in \mathbb{R}^n \). Then for each \( w: \mathbb{Z}(f) \to \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0} \), the linear form
\[
L : \mathbb{R}[x]_{2d} \to \mathbb{R}, \ p \mapsto \sum_{x \in Z(f)} w(x)p(x)
\]
has exactly one quadrature rule, namely \( w \).

**Proof.** Let \( u: N \to \mathbb{R} \) be any quadrature rule for \( L \). We have to show \( u = w \). Since \( L(f) = 0 \), it follows that \( N \subseteq Z(f) \). Extend \( u \) to \( u_0 : \mathbb{Z}(f) \to \mathbb{R} \) by setting it to zero outside of \( N \). Then \( \sum_{x \in Z(f)} w(x) \operatorname{ev}_x = L = \sum_{x \in Z(f)} u_0(x) \operatorname{ev}_x \) which implies \( w = u_0 \) by the linear independence of \( (\operatorname{ev}_x)_{x \in \mathbb{Z}(f)} \). In hindsight, we get now \( u = u_0 \) whence \( u = w \). \( \square \)
Lemma 6.6. Let $d \in \mathbb{N}_0$. The family $(\text{ev}(x,y))(x,y)\in\{1,\ldots,d\}^2$ is linearly independent in $\mathbb{R}[X]^2$ where $\text{ev}(x,y): \mathbb{R}[X]_{2d} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$, $p \mapsto p(x,y)$ denotes the point evaluation in $(x,y)$ for every $(x,y) \in \{1,\ldots,d\}^2$.

Proof. It suffices obviously to show that any function $\{1,\ldots,d\}^2 \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$ can be interpolated by a polynomial $p \in \mathbb{R}[X,Y]_{2d}$. Such a function can certainly be interpolated by a polynomial $p \in \mathbb{R}[X,Y]$ of some degree and adding any polynomial from the ideal generated in $\mathbb{R}[X,Y]$ by $(X - 1) \cdots (X - d)$ and $(Y - 1) \cdots (Y - d)$ will not change the values of this polynomial on the grid $\{1,\ldots,d\}^2$. But modulo this ideal any polynomial is congruent to a linear combination of the monomials $X^iY^j$ with $0 \leq i,j \leq d$, in particular to a polynomial of degree at most $2d$ (in case $d > 0$ one can even do with $0 \leq i,j \leq d - 1$ so that one gets a sharper result but we do not need this).

\[\] 

Remark 6.7. Let $d \in \mathbb{N}$ and take

\[ f := (X - 1)^2 \cdots (X - (d - 1))^2 + (Y - 1)^2 \cdots (Y - (d - 1))^2 \in P_{2d-2}(\mathbb{R}^2) \]

so that $Z(f) = \{1,\ldots,d - 1\}^2$ (cf. Remark 4.5). Choose $w: Z(f) \rightarrow \mathbb{R}_{>0}$ and define

\[ L: \mathbb{R}[X]_{2d-1} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}, \ p \mapsto \sum_{x \in Z(f)} w(x)p(x). \]

By Proposition 6.5 and Lemma 6.6, $L$ (even $L_{|\mathbb{R}[X]_{2d-2}}$) has exactly one quadrature rule. But this quadrature rule is $w$ and has

\[(d - 1)^2\]

many nodes. Therefore the upper bound in Corollary 6.4 cannot be improved from $\frac{3}{2}d(d - 1) + 1$ to something strictly below $(d - 1)^2$.

One could ask about possible improvements of the upper bound $\frac{3}{2}d(d - 1) + 1$ in Corollary 6.4 under the additional hypothesis $L(p) > 0$ for all $p \in P_{2d-2}(\mathbb{R}^2) \setminus \{0\}$ from Theorem 4.7. In this case, the idea of Remark 6.7 does not work. Indeed, the only results that seem to be known in this special case are the results of Möller [Mö1] and [CS, Theorem 2]. Möller gives for each $d \in \mathbb{N}$ a huge family of $L \in M_{2d-1}(\mathbb{R}^2)$ satisfying $L(p) > 0$ for all $p \in P_{2d-2}(\mathbb{R}^2) \setminus \{0\}$ such that any quadrature rule for $L$ needs at least

\[\frac{d(d + 1)}{2} + \left\lfloor \frac{d}{2} \right\rfloor\]

many nodes. For $d \in \{5, 7, 9, 11, \ldots\}$, Cools and Schmid improve this lower bound of Möller for a small subfamily of Möller’s family by exactly one thus yielding

\[\frac{(d + 1)^2}{2}.\]

Note that these results became an easy rank argument if one wanted to show only the lower bound of

\[\frac{d(d + 1)}{2}\]

for $d \in \mathbb{N}$. Indeed, the additional hypothesis $L(p) > 0$ for all $p \in P_{2d-2}(\mathbb{R}^2) \setminus \{0\}$ means that $(L(X^a + \beta))_{a,\beta \in \mathbb{N}_0^d,\beta \leq d - 1, |a| \leq d - 1} \in \mathbb{R}^{d(d + 1)}/\{0\}$, regarded as a symmetric matrix,
is positive definite and thus has full rank
\[
\frac{d(d+1)}{2} = \left(\frac{d-1+2}{2}\right) = \dim \mathbb{R}[X,Y]_{d-1}.
\]

Even if one allowed negative weights in quadrature rules, one needed at least as
many nodes as the rank of this matrix indicates by an easy exercise which we leave
to the reader. Also the just mentioned lower bounds of Möller and of Cools and
Schmid continue to work if one allowed in a quadrature arbitrary real weights
instead of just positive ones.

7. NEW FACTS ABOUT GAUSSIAN QUADRATURE ON THE LINE

Throughout the section, fix
- \(d, m \in \mathbb{N}\),
- \(L \in M_{2d-1}(\mathbb{R})\),
- \(\xi \in \mathbb{R}\),
- a locally Lipschitz continuous function \(f: \mathbb{R}^m \to \mathbb{R}\) such that

\[
\{x' \in \mathbb{R}^m \mid f(x') \leq f(x)\}
\]

is compact for all \(x \in \mathbb{R}^m\) and the generalized gradient \(\partial f(x) \subseteq \mathbb{R}^m\) of \(f\) at
\(x\) recalled below satisfies the following properties for every \(x \in \mathbb{R}^n\):
- if \(0 \in \partial f(x)\), then \(x = (\xi, \ldots, \xi)\),
- \(\pi_i(\partial f(x)) \subseteq \mathbb{R}_{\leq 0}\) if \(x_i < \xi\) and
- \(\pi_i(\partial f(x)) \subseteq \mathbb{R}_{> 0}\) if \(x_i > \xi\),

where \(\pi_i: \mathbb{R}^m \to \mathbb{R}\) is the projection on the \(i\)-th coordinate. It follows from
Rademacher’s theorem [Fed, 3.1.6] that there is a Lebesgue zero set \(A \subseteq \mathbb{R}^m\) such
that \(f\) is differentiable at all points of \(\mathbb{R}^m \setminus A\) and by [Cla, Theorem 2.5.1], the
generalized gradient \(\partial f(x)\) at \(x\) equals, independently of the choice of such a set
\(A\), the convex hull in \(\mathbb{R}^m\) of all \(\lim_{i \to \infty} \nabla f(x_i)\) such that \((x_i)_{i \in \mathbb{N}}\) is a sequence in
\(\mathbb{R}^n \setminus A\) with the properties that \(\lim_{i \to \infty} x_i = x\) and that the sequence of gradients
\(\nabla f(x_i)\) converges. In particular, if \(U \subset \mathbb{R}^m\) is open such that \(f|_U\) is continu-
ously differentiable on \(U\), then \(\hat{f}(x) = \{\nabla f(x)\}\) is a singleton for each \(x \in U\).
In general, \(\partial f(x)\) is for each \(x \in \mathbb{R}^m\) a non-empty compact convex subset of \(\mathbb{R}^n\)
by [Cla, Proposition 2.1.2]. One might therefore also just think of a continuously
differentiable function \(f\) and think if its usual gradient. This includes but also ex-
cludes important cases. For readers that are not familiar with non-smooth analysis
it is instructive to consider [Cla, Example 2.5.2].

Typically, \(L\) would be defined by \(L := L_{\mu,2d-1}\) for a measure \(\mu\) on \(\mathbb{R}\) with finite
moments up to degree \(2d - 1\), \(\xi\) would be a point on the real line such that one
desires to have the nodes \(x_i\) of a quadrature rule for \(\mu\) with a prescribed maximum
number of nodes \(m\) near to \(\xi\) (e.g., because \(\mu\) has a lot of mass lies near \(\xi\) or because
\(\xi\) is the mean, a median or a mode of \(\mu\)). The idea of the penalty function \(f\) is that
it penalizes for nodes \(x_i\) far from \(\xi\). The most typical choices of \(f\) satisfying the
above axioms are given by
\[
f(x) = |x_1 - \xi| + \ldots + |x_m - \xi| \quad \text{for } x \in \mathbb{R}^m
\]
where \(\partial f(x) = \text{conv}\{z \in \{-1,1\}^m \mid z_i = \text{sgn}(x_i - \xi) \text{ if } x_i \neq \xi\}\) for \(x \in \mathbb{R}^m\), by
\[
f(x) = \max\{|x_1 - \xi|, \ldots, |x_m - \xi|\} \quad \text{for } x \in \mathbb{R}^m
\]
where \( \partial f(\xi) = \text{conv}\{e_1, -e_1, e_2, -e_2, \ldots, e_m, -e_m\} \) and
\( \partial f(x) = \text{conv}\{\text{sgn}(x_i - \xi) e_i \mid |x_i - \xi| = f(x)\} \) for \( x \in \mathbb{R}^m \setminus \{(\xi, \ldots, \xi)\} \)
[Cla, Proposition 2.3.12(b), Proposition 2.3.6(b)], or by
\[
f(x) = |x_1 - \xi|^\alpha + \ldots + |x_m - \xi|^\alpha \quad \text{for} \ x \in \mathbb{R}^m
\]
where \( \alpha \in \mathbb{R}_{>0} \) is fixed and \( \partial f(x) \) is the singleton
\[
\partial f(x) = \left\{ \alpha \begin{pmatrix} (\text{sgn}(x_1 - \xi)|x_1 - \xi|^\alpha - 1) \\ \vdots \\ (\text{sgn}(x_m - \xi)|x_m - \xi|^\alpha - 1) \end{pmatrix} \right\}
\]
for \( x \in \mathbb{R}^m \).

Now consider the following optimization problem:

\[
(Q_{L,f,m}) \quad \text{minimize} \quad \sum_{i=1}^m f(x_i) \\
\text{subject to} \quad a_1, \ldots, a_m, x_1, \ldots, x_m \in \mathbb{R} \\
\sum_{i=1}^m a_i x_i^0 = L(X^0) \\
\vdots \\
\sum_{i=1}^m a_i x_i^{2d-1} = L(X^{2d-1})
\]

**Proposition 7.1.** Suppose that \( L \) possesses a quadrature rule with not more than \( m \) nodes. Then \( (Q_{L,f,m}) \) has an optimal solution.

**Proof.** The feasible region of \( (Q_{L,f,m}) \) is non-empty by hypothesis: Indeed, choose a quadrature rule \( w: \{x_1, \ldots, x_\ell\} \to \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0} \) for \( L \) with \( \#\{x_1, \ldots, x_\ell\} = \ell \leq m \). Set \( a_i := \sqrt{w(x_i)} \) for \( i \in \{1, \ldots, \ell\} \), \( a_i := 0 \) for \( i \in \{\ell + 1, \ldots, m\} \) and choose \( x_{\ell+1}, \ldots, x_m \in \mathbb{R} \) arbitrarily. Then \( (a, x) \in \mathbb{R}^m \times \mathbb{R}^m \) is feasible for \( (Q_{L,f,m}) \). From our general assumption that \( \{x' \in \mathbb{R}^m \mid f(x') \leq f(x)\} \) is compact, we see immediately that \( (Q_{L,f,m}) \) has an optimal solution because the objective function of \( (Q_{L,f,m}) \) is continuous and the feasible region of \( (Q_{L,f,m}) \) is closed. \( \square \)

**Lemma 7.2.** Let \( (a, x) \) be an optimal solution for \( (Q_{L,f,m}) \) and \( x \neq (\xi, \ldots, \xi) \). Then there is \( h \in \mathbb{R}[X]_{2d-1} \setminus \{0\} \) such that for \( i \in \{1, \ldots, m\} \) with \( a_i \neq 0 \)

- \( h(x_i) = 0 \),
- \( h'(x_i) \leq 0 \) for all \( i \) with \( x_i < \xi \) and
- \( h'(x_i) \geq 0 \) for all \( i \) with \( x_i > \xi \).

**Proof.** By a non-smooth version of the Lagrange multiplier method [Cla, Theorem 6.1.1, Remark 6.1.2(iv)], there exist multipliers

\[
\lambda, \lambda_0, \ldots, \lambda_{2d-1} \in \mathbb{R}, \text{not all zero,}
\]
and $z \in \mathbb{R}^n$ with $z \in \partial f(x)$ such that

$$
\begin{pmatrix}
0 \\
\vdots \\
0 \\
\vdots \\
z_n \\
\end{pmatrix} + \lambda_0 
\begin{pmatrix}
2a_nx_n^0 \\
\vdots \\
2a_nx_n^1 \\
\vdots \\
0 \\
\end{pmatrix} + \lambda_1 
\begin{pmatrix}
2a_1x_1^0 \\
\vdots \\
2a_1x_1^1 \\
\vdots \\
0 \\
\end{pmatrix} + \ldots + \lambda_{2d-1} 
\begin{pmatrix}
2a_1x_1^{2d-1} \\
\vdots \\
2a_nx_n^{2d-1} \\
\vdots \\
0 \\
\end{pmatrix} = 0.
$$

Without loss of generality $\lambda \leq 0$ (otherwise flip the signs). Set $h := \sum_{i=0}^{2d-1} \lambda_i X^i$. Then $h \neq 0$ since otherwise $\lambda \neq 0$ and therefore $0 = z \in \partial f(x)$ which contradicts $x \neq (\xi, \ldots, \xi)$ by our general assumptions on $f$. The rest now follows from $\lambda \leq 0$ and our general assumptions on $\pi(\partial f(x))$. □

**Lemma 7.3.** Suppose $h \in \mathbb{R}[X]_{2d-1} \setminus \{0\}$, $\ell \in \mathbb{N}_0$ and $x_1, \ldots, x_\ell \in \mathbb{R}$ are pairwise distinct roots of $h$ such that

- $h'(x_i) \leq 0$ for all $i$ with $x_i < \xi$
- $h'(x_i) \geq 0$ for all $i$ with $x_i > \xi$

Then $\ell \leq d$.

**Proof.** We proceed by induction on $d$. If $d = 1$, then $h$ can have at most one root and therefore $\ell \leq 1 = d$. Now let $d \geq 2$ and suppose the statement is already proven for $d - 1$ instead of $d$. Without loss of generality suppose that $x_1 < \ldots < x_\ell$ and $\ell \geq 3$. Using the properties of $h$, it is now easy to see that at least one of the following cases applies:

**Case 1:** One of the $x_i$ is a double root of $h$. Then the $x_j$ with $j \neq i$ are roots of

$$
\frac{h}{(X - x_j)^2} \in \mathbb{R}[X]_{2d-3} \setminus \{0\}
$$

whose derivative

$$
\frac{(X - x_j)^2 h' - 2h(X - x_j)}{(X - x_j)^4} \in \mathbb{R}[X]_{2d-4}
$$

evaluated at $x_j$ with $j \neq i$ has the same sign as $h'(x_i)$ because $(x_j - x_i)^2 > 0$. By induction hypothesis $\ell - 1 \leq d - 1$ whence $\ell \leq d$.

**Case 2:** $h'(x_1) < 0$ and $h'(x_2) < 0$. By the intermediate value theorem there must exist another root $x \in \mathbb{R}$ of $h$ with $x_1 < x < x_2$. Now the $x_j$ with $j \geq 2$ are roots of

$$
\frac{h}{(X - x_1)(X - x)} \in \mathbb{R}[X]_{2d-3} \setminus \{0\}
$$

whose derivative

$$
\frac{(X - x_1)(X - x) h' - h(2X - x_1 - x)}{(X - x_1)^2 (X - x)^2} \in \mathbb{R}[X]_{2d-4}
$$

evaluated at $x_j$ with $j \geq 2$ has the same sign as $h'(x_j)$ because $x_j - x_1 > 0$ and $x_j - x > 0$. By induction hypothesis $\ell - 1 \leq d - 1$ whence $\ell \leq d$.

**Case 3:** $h'(x_{\ell - 1}) > 0$ and $h'(x_\ell) > 0$. This case is analogous to the previous one. □
Before we proceed, we have to catch up on introducing Gaussian quadrature. The existence part of the following theorem is folklore and has been reproven in Examples 3.12 and 5.7 above. The uniqueness part should be well-known although we could not find a reference for the statement in its full generality in the literature. Indeed, typical unnecessary assumptions on a measure $\mu$ on $\mathbb{R}$ with $L = L_{\mu,2d-1}$ often made in the literature are that the support of $\mu$ is compact, that all moments of $\mu$ exist and are finite and that $\mu$ possesses a density with respect to the Lebesgue measure. We therefore give a self-contained proof for this result. Part of our proof mimics the proof of a less general statement in [SB, 3.6.12(b)].

**Theorem and Definition 7.4.** There is exactly one quadrature rule $w: N \to \mathbb{R}_{>0}$ for $L$ with $\#N \leq d$. We call this quadrature rule the *Gaussian quadrature rule for $L$.*

**Proof.** Suppose $w: N \to \mathbb{R}_{>0}$ is a quadrature rule for $L$ with $\#N \leq d$. We show unicity of $w$. We assume without loss of generality that $N \neq \emptyset$ since this happens if and only if $L(1) = 0$. We then proceed in three steps by showing the following claims:

(a) $e := \#N$ is determined by $L|_{\mathbb{R}[X]_{2d-2}}$.

(b) $N$ is determined by $e$ and $L|_{\mathbb{R}[X]_{2e-1}}$.

(c) $w$ is determined by $e$, $N$ and $L|_{\mathbb{R}[X]_{e}}$.

(a) It is enough to prove for $k \in \{0, \ldots, d-1\}$ that

\[ e \leq k \iff \exists p \in P_{2k}(\mathbb{R}) \setminus \{0\}: L(p) = 0. \]

Indeed, if $e \leq k$, then $p := \prod_{x \in N} (x-x) \in P_{2k}(\mathbb{R}) \setminus \{0\}$ and $L(p) = 0$. Conversely, if $p \in P_{2k}(\mathbb{R}) \setminus \{0\}$ with $L(p) = 0$, then every real root of $p$ is double by Remark 4.2, so there can be at most $k$ distinct real roots and each of the $e$ nodes in $N$ has to one of them.

(b) Since $e = \#N \geq 1$, we have $L(p) > 0$ for all $p \in P_{2e-2}(\mathbb{R}) \setminus \{0\}$. Therefore $\mathbb{R}[X]_{e} \times \mathbb{R}[X]_{e-1} \to \mathbb{R}$, $(p,q) \mapsto \langle p,q \rangle := L(pq)$ restricted to $\mathbb{R}[X]_{e-1} \times \mathbb{R}[X]_{e-1}$ is a scalar product on $\mathbb{R}[X]_{e-1}$. Applying Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization to the monomials $1, X, \ldots, X^{e-1}$ yields an orthonormal basis $p_0, \ldots, p_{e-1}$ of $\mathbb{R}[X]_{e-1}$ such that $\deg p_k = k$ for all $k \in \{0, \ldots, e-1\}$. Although $L$ might not induce a scalar product on $\mathbb{R}[X]_{e}$, we can carry this Gram-Schmidt process one step further by setting

\[ p_e := X^e - \langle X^e, p_{e-1} \rangle p_{e-1} - \cdots - \langle X^e, p_0 \rangle p_0. \]

Here we could not normalize since $\langle p_e, p_e \rangle$ might be zero, or even not defined if $e = d$, but we have $\langle p_e, p_k \rangle = 0$ for all $k \in \{0, \ldots, e-1\}$. Write $N = \{ x_1, \ldots, x_e \}$ with pairwise different $x_i$. The matrix

\[ A := \begin{pmatrix} p_0(x_1) & \ldots & p_0(x_e) \\ \vdots & & \vdots \\ p_{e-1}(x_1) & \ldots & p_{e-1}(x_e) \end{pmatrix} \in \mathbb{R}^{e \times e} \]

has no non-trivial row relation since this would give a non-zero univariate polynomial of degree at most $e-1$ vanishing on $e$ points. Therefore the same matrix has also no non-trivial column relation. Since

\[ A \begin{pmatrix} w(x_1) p_e(x_1) \\ \vdots \\ w(x_e) p_e(x_e) \end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix} \langle p_e, p_0 \rangle \\ \vdots \\ \langle p_e, p_0 \rangle \end{pmatrix} = 0, \]
it follows that \(x_1, \ldots, x_e\) are exactly the roots of \(p_e\) (as a polynomial of degree \(e\), \(p_e\) can have at most \(e\) roots). In particular, \(N\) is determined.

(c) Finally, fix \(i \in \{1, \ldots, e\}\) and show that \(w(x_i)\) is determined. Choose \(c \in \mathbb{R}^x\) such that \(p := c \prod_{j \neq i} (X - x_j)\) has value 1 at \(x_i\). Then \(w(x_i) = L(p)\).

Now we show that the optimization problem \((Q_{L, f, m})\) leads to the just introduced Gaussian quadrature rule for \(L\).

**Theorem 7.5.** Let \((a, x)\) be an optimal solution for \((Q_{L, f, m})\) and set

\[
N := \{x_i \mid i \in \{1, \ldots, m\}, a_i \neq 0\}.
\]

Then

\[
w: N \to \mathbb{R}_{>0}, \ x \mapsto \sum_{x_i = x} a_i^2
\]

is the Gaussian quadrature rule for \(L\).

**Proof.** We observe that \(w\) is a quadrature rule for \(L\) since

\[
\sum_{x \in N} w(x) x^i = \sum_{x \in N} \sum_{i=1}^m a_i^2 x^i = \sum_{i=1}^n a_i^2 x^i = L(X^i)
\]

for all \(i \in \{0, \ldots, 2d - 1\}\). According to Definition 7.4, it remains to show that \(#N \leq d\). But this follows from Lemmata 7.2 and 7.3. \(\square\)

The main result of this section is now the following characterization of the Gaussian quadrature rule for \(L\). Characterization (b) appears, perhaps not in full generality, in disguised form in [DS, Theorem 2.2.3(1)] and much more explicitly in [RB, Theorem 1]. To the best of our knowledge, characterizations (c) und (d) seem to be unknown despite the fact that Gaussian quadrature rules have been investigated for over two hundred years now. Note also that one could easily add a lot of other equivalent characterizations by choosing different penalty functions \(f\).

**Theorem 7.6.** Let \(w: N \to \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}\) be a quadrature rule for \(L\) and \(a \in \mathbb{R}_{\geq 1}\). Then the following are equivalent:

(a) \(w\) is the (unique) Gaussian quadrature rule for \(L\).
(b) \(w\) minimizes \(\sum_{x \in N} w(x)(x - \xi)^{2d}\) amongst all quadrature rules for \(L\).
(c) \(w\) minimizes \(\sum_{x \in N} |x - \xi|^a\) amongst all quadrature rules for \(L\).
(d) \(w\) minimizes \(\max_{x \in N} |x - \xi|\) amongst all quadrature rules for \(L\).

**Proof.** Treat first the easy case where there exists \(p \in P_{2d-2}(\mathbb{R}) \setminus \{0\}\) such that \(L(p) = 0\). Then by Remark 4.2, each root of \(p\) is a double root. Therefore \(#Z(p) \leq d - 1\). Since each quadrature rule for \(L\) has all its nodes contained in \(#Z(p)\), Theorem and Definition 7.4 imply that there is only one quadrature rule for \(L\) namely the Gaussian one. The conditions (a)–(d) are therefore trivially all satisfied.

From now on we therefore assume that there is no \(p \in P_{2d-2}(\mathbb{R}) \setminus \{0\}\) such that \(L(p) = 0\). Moreover, we replace condition (b) by the condition

(b') \(w\) minimizes \(\sum_{x \in N} w(x)x^{2d}\) amongst all quadrature rules for \(L\).
which is equivalent since
\[
\sum_{x \in N} w(x)((x - \xi)^{2d} - x^{2d}) = \sum_{i=0}^{2d-1} \binom{2d}{i}(-\xi)^{2d-i}L(X^i)
\]
depends only on \(L\).

By Theorem and Definition 7.4, it suffices now to show that there exists a quadrature rule \(w: N \to \mathbb{R}_{>0}\) minimizing the respective penalty function from (b'), (c) and (d) and that for each such one has \(\#N \leq d\). For (b') this follows from Theorem 4.7 together with Example 4.6 (cf. also Examples 3.12 and 5.7). For (c) and (d) this follows easily from Proposition 7.1 and Theorem 7.5 choosing for \(m\) the number of nodes of any quadrature rule for \(L\) and and making the choices of \(f\) proposed at the beginning of the section. \(\Box\)

Remark 7.7. Note that this section provides also an interesting new elementary proof for the existence of the Gaussian quadrature rule for \(L\) starting from the existence of an arbitrary quadrature rule with \(m\) nodes: Take as penalty function for example \(f: \mathbb{R}^m \to \mathbb{R}, x \mapsto \sum_{i=1}^{m} x_i^2\). Then in Lemma 1 the usual Lagrange multiplier rule can be applied instead of non-smooth analysis. Moreover, since \(f\) satisfies (in the "non-smooth notation") even \(\pi(\partial f(x)) \subseteq \mathbb{R}_{>0}\) (instead of just \(\pi(\partial f(x)) \subseteq \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}\)) for all \(x \in \mathbb{R}^n\) with \(x_i > 0\), and the corresponding symmetric condition, also Case 1 in the proof of Lemma 7.3 is no longer needed. Indeed, the proof of Lemma 2 becomes then clear already from drawing a picture. We leave it as an exercise to the reader to formulate the proof of Theorem 7.5 in a short and elementary way accessible to undergraduate students for this choice of \(f\).

8. Relation to Previous Works

While we were working on this article, we realized that the basic idea behind the optimization problem \((P_{L,f,S})\) is already present in the literature, namely in the book [DS] of Dette and Studden as well as in the recent work [RB] of Ryu and Boyd. In this section, we would like to clarify the relation of our work to the work of these authors.

8.1. Relation to the work of Dette and Studden. In the theory of canonical moments for measures on the real line initiated by Skibinsky [Ski] and developed and exposed by Dette und Studden in [DS], optimization problems very similar to \((P_{L,X^{2d},R})\) and variations of it with

- odd instead of even degree objective moment and
- maximization instead of minimization

play a central role, see [DS, Preface]. The equivalence of (a) and (b) in Theorem 7.6 can be easily deduced from [DS, Theorem 2.2.3(1)], at least if \(L\) comes from a measure whose support is contained in a compact interval. In sharp contrast to our work, the techniques of Dette and Studden are, however, limited to the one-dimensional case and use ideas from the classical theory of orthogonal polynomials.

8.2. Relation to the work of Ryu and Boyd. Ryu and Boyd consider optimization problems very similar to \((P_{L,f,S})\). Whereas we minimize over the finite-dimensional cone \(P_{2d}(S)^*\), they minimize, however, over the infinite-dimensional cone of measures whose support lies in \(S\).
Obviously, our framework would be closer to the setup of Ryu and Boyd if we had chosen to minimize over the cone $M_{2d}(S)$ which is the appropriate finite-dimensional projection of the cone Ryu and Boyd work with. It is easy to see that this would also have been a possible way to go since $P_{2d}(S)^*$ is the closure of $M_{2d}(S)$ by Proposition 2.10 and under very mild assumptions each optimal solution of $(P_{L,f,S})$ lies in $M_{2d}(S)$ anyway by Proposition 3.4. That we chose to formulate $(P_{L,f,S})$ with the cone $P_{2d}(S)^*$ instead of $M_{2d}(S)$ has at least two advantages: First, we can then directly apply the duality theory of conic programming (for closed cones which happily are not required to have interior in Renegar’s book [Ren]) to $(P_{L,f,S})$. Second, one can directly implement $(P_{L,f,S})$ in certain (but rather rare) cases as a semidefinite program [BV, 4.6.2]. These cases include

- $S = \mathbb{R}$,
- $d = 1$, and
- $S = \mathbb{R}^2$ and $d = 2$

since in each of these cases $P_{2d}(S)$ consists of sums of squares of polynomials by Hilbert’s 1888 theorem (see [Hil] or [La1, La2, Theorem 3.4]) the most trivial part of which we have proven in Proposition 4.15 using so-called moment matrices [La1, La2, Subsection 4.1].

The first real difference between our work and the work of Ryu and Boyd is, however, that we minimize over a finite-dimensional cone (which is $P_{2d}(S)^*$ but could also have been the finite-dimensional projection $M_{2d}(S)$ of their cone). Whereas we extend $M_{2d}(S)$ to $P_{2d}(S)^*$ in order to be able to apply the duality theory of conic programming, they have to extend the cone of Borel measures to the cone of Borel charges [AB, Section 10] (which are finitely additive but not necessarily countably additive) in order to use infinite-dimensional Lagrange duality. This arguments require rather deep facts from infinite-dimensional analysis like [RB, Theorems 4 and 5] whereas we use elementary facts from finite-dimensional convex analysis instead.

The main difference between our work and [RB] is again that their theoretical results are essentially again restricted to the equivalence of (a) and (b) in Theorem 7.6 and in particular do not concern the multivariate case. Ryu and Boyd reveal, however, the advantages and the practical relevance of the optimization theoretic viewpoint and they conduct numerical experiments in the multi-dimensional case by finding linear programs that approximate their optimization problem. Translated into our framework, what they do is that they try to exchange $P_{2d}(S)^*$ by $P_{2d}(G)^*$ where $G$ is a fine grid inside $S$ (which is in practice only possible for low-dimensional compact $S$). Since $G$ is finite, $P_{2d}(G)^*$ is obviously a polyhedron and $(P_{L,f,G})$ is a linear program. It turns out that this yields in practice quadrature rules whose nodes are still numerous but usually seem to form only a few clusters inside the grid $G$. Ryu and Boyd explain how these clusters can in practice often be merged to a single node no longer necessarily contained in the grid $G$ without changing the prescribed moments using sequential quadratic programming. However, they do not give a theoretical upper bound on the number of nodes obtained. Indeed, in the example given in [RB, Subsection 5.2, Figure 2] they obtain a quadrature rule of degree 5 (i.e., $d = 3$ so that $2d - 1 = 5$) with 12 nodes for a measure on $\mathbb{R}^2$ (i.e., $n = 2$) although we know by our Theorem 6.3
that $\frac{3}{2}d(d - 1) + 1 = 10$ nodes would suffice. Since in this example there are three pairs of very close nodes, one could, however, speculate if 9 nodes would perhaps be sufficient but were not found by the heuristic of Ryu and Boyd.

Ryu and Boyd begin to discuss how the method relates to the idea of obtaining sparse solutions by $\ell_1$-norm minimization underlying methods like compressed sensing. This interesting question should now also be viewed in the light of the new characterizations (c) and (d) in Theorem 7.6.
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